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elcome to our annual Tech
Issue and it’s a dozy! I had so
many great articles this time
that I had to save most of them until
future issues. Hopefully you’ll find
something that will help soothe those
wintertime blues and keep you busy in
the garage till spring has sprung.
As always in the Jan/Feb issue
is the AGM report. You can read all
the registrar and coordinator reports
online. Speaking of online, Simon Dix
has completed a major update to our
website, moving it to a new platform
and adding stricter security. Read more
about the new site in this issue.
For those of you who missed

Ball Joint Axel Install Part 1

it, Moss Motors has put together a
wonderful salute to Ken Smith and his
favorite “nagivator” Barbie. The video
runs for nine minutes, but could have
gone on for hours easily because you
can’t cover Ken’s massive enthusiasm
for the marque in such a short time
without leaving out a lot. You can find
it on the Moss Motors website or on
YouTube. Trust me – you’ll enjoy every
second of it! https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=nv-mg5DbYn4
Heads up – I’m moving to a new
house (well, a 109 year old house) so if
you’ve mailed me anything recently, it
might be delayed even though I’m just
two miles from my old house. Robert
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Chairman’s Chat

H

Alan Magnuson
Chairman
NAMGBR

appy New Year’s 2015! Warm
Winter Greetings as the North
American MGB Register begins
its 25th year.
As the official 2013-14 year of
NAMGBR has come to a close, I would
like to recognize and thank the Executive Board, Coordinators, and Registrars for their efforts to make NAMGBR
the wonderful organization it is. This
is an organization founded and run
by volunteers. Thanks to officers Jeff
Taylor for coordinating insurance for
local chapter events; Bruce Wyckoff
for keeping our membership records
current, organizing the Mutual Aid
Directory, and corresponding with
our members; and Dave Mullen for
managing our finances.
Special recognition and thanks to
Robert Rushing and Charles de Bourbon for their continued excellence in
editing and producing The MG Driver.
Tony and Lynne Burgess participate
in a number of roles including AGM
and convention coordination. Richard Liddick represents NAMGBR on
the North American Council of MG
Registers in the planning for MG 2016,
the All MG Register event. I would
also like to thank Denny Elimon for
his dedication as Website Coordinator
and Simon Dix for his work on the MG
2014 website.
I encourage you to look at the
NAMGBR Website, www.namgbr.org,
to see a preview of MG 2015 activities,

roads in the Niagara Falls area, and the
Balls Falls Car Show location. You can
also submit events to the 2015 Major
North American events calendar, regalia, and renew your membership.
We welcome Alex Mantell who
has agreed to become the Next Generation Registrar. Thanks to our membership for contributing articles for
the traditional first of the year The MG
Driver Technical Issue. The many and
varied contributions by you keeps The
MG Driver vibrant.
You are encouraged to register for
MG 2015 and for your hotel room in
Niagara Falls, Ontario. The organizing
committee has been working hard on
your behalf to set up a fun event. You
will see the schedule of the convention events published in this issue.
The Niagara Escarpment has beautiful
scenery, historic sites, and enjoyable
“MG” roads located nearby the Americana Conference Resort. The MG 2015
organizing committee, NAMGBR
leadership team, and I look forward to
visiting with you in Niagara Falls.
As the New Year begins and
NAMGBR has elected officers to a
second term, Jeff Taylor, Vice Chairman, and Bruce Wyckoff, Secretary.
I’d like to ask you to update your local
club officer records with them. This is
important for your club event insurance and for us to have current contact
information.
Alan

MG 2015 • Cable car for rides across Niagra River.
6
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Secretary’s Report

MGC Registrar
John Rogers
MGC Registrar
NAMGBR

Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR

G

reetings All and Happy 2015! Membership has continued to grow and we
have a number of new members with this issue of The MG Driver.

Please join me and welcoming the newest members of NAMGBR!

Rod Alford 			
Beryl Passmore		
Richard Jaunzemis		
Jeep Osborn			
Wesley Seideman		
Lawrence Rieger		
Ryan Peery			
Grant Legare			
Willie & Jan Wittkopf		
Ralph Littlefield			
Gary Dabrowski		
Pierre Carrier			
David Pittman			
John Collins			
Robert Waldron			
Andrew Ackerman		
Tim Hughes			
Tom Nickols			
Stephen Morrison		
Dave Warsack			
Franklin Wetzel			
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Lake Saint Louis, MO
Ketchum, ID
South Harriston, ON
North Muskegon, MI
Boise, ID
Treasure Island, FL
Oklahoma City, OK
Stonington, CT
Appleton, WI
Kittery, ME
Naugatuck, CT
Quebec, QC
Mercerville, NJ
Chesapeake, VA
Huntington, WV
Saint Louis, MO
Orlando, FL
Lake Geneva, WI
Lakewood, WA
Medina, OH
Wilmington, DE
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W

hat a great year 2014 has
turned out to be for our MGC
Register. Reflecting on our
accomplishments shows just how
everyone’s involvement makes the
register flourish. Numerous goals for
the MGC Register had been made and
all were achieved. Recognition to Tony
Shoviak, Drew Hastings, Russ Williams, Shaun Holms, Kolby Millo, Dave
Braun, Robert Kirk, Chuck Mosher,
Robert Rushing, Charles E. de Bourbon and Rick Ingram for contributing
articles and pictures to The MG Driver.
For the specific MGC Register
activities at French Lick MG 2014
recognition to Dave Mullen, Denny
Elimon, Tony Burgess, Tony Shoviak,
Robert Kirk, Dana Ridge, Alan Magnuson, Rick Ingram, Drew Hastings, and
a special recognition to our Regalia
coordinator Connie Wyckoff for her
outstanding organization and sales of
the MGC Regalia. Personally I’d like
to recognize all of the MGC membership, especially those that were in
attendance at French Lick. It’s always
nice to be able to put a name to a face
and receive their positive support and
enthusiasm. Goodbye to a memorable
year!
Now we start the New Year off
with this issue of The MG Driver which
is the annual Technical issue. Chuck
Mosher gets technical with his MGC
suspension and shares it with us. MG
2015 in Niagara Falls, Canada, will
be in June. If you plan on attending,
hotel reservations and event scheduling are posted on the MG 2015 web
site www.mg2015.com . Peter Mittler

has reserved conference rooms on
Tuesday and Thursday for our MGC
Register seminars; topics and speakers to be announced. The show will
be on Wednesday and is a little drive
from the hotel. Perhaps the MGCs can
convoy together. Don’t put off getting
your passport as you’ll need one to
drive back and forth across the border.
Very few schedules have been published for 2015 so I’ll be reporting on
them in the future.
For those who plan way ahead MG
2016 will be in Louisville Kentucky.
This will be the convention which all
the MG models come together under the North American Council of
MG Registers. Richard Liddick is the
NAMGBR Representative to the Council. Richard has been working closely
with Tom Metcalf (NAMMMR), Hank
Rippert (NEMGTR), Bruce Woodson
(NAMGAR), Rick Ingram (Council
Exucitive Director), and Tony Burgess
(Council Treasurer), who make up the
MG Council. With their experience
and expertise it should be an outstanding event. Hotel and event registration
should open toward the end of summer 2015. If there is enough interest
from the West Coast members a group
route could be arranged. It will take
some planning, so send me an E-Mail
if interested.
Contact me with your ideas,
suggestions, and what you expect or
want from your North American MGC
Register. Contributing articles and
pictures for The MG Driver are always
welcome about you and your MGC at
MGCRegistrar@gmail.com.
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1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olsen
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

O

n a recent club weekend outing
our faithful Midget started cutting out occasionally. At first I
could barely feel the momentary loss
of power and there seemed to be no
rhyme or reason to its occurrence. We
kept driving and it kept getting worse.
At our next stop I messed about under
the bonnet finding nothing amiss. I
struggled to keep pace with the group
who was enjoying spirited driving on
twisty country back roads. Downhill
I could hit 70 and uphill could barely
hold 50. And in the back of my mind
was the question of when would the
car quit completely. To me it seemed
like the problem was ignition. I know
poor fuel delivery will cause this
symptom, but I ruled this out because
even after idling down a long hill the
miss would start immediately when I
tried to accelerate up hill. Even if the
fuel supply was restricted by a clogged
filter or line, the carb bowls should
fill while idling enough to run correctly for a while under power and that
didn’t seem to be the case.
By the time we reached our motel
for the night, I was sure the problem
was somehow spark related. I used my
volt/ohm meter to check for reduced
voltage at the coil and made sure the
ground there was solid. I checked resistance of the coil wire and it was nearly
the same as one of the plug wires about
the same length. The coil was pretty
hot to the touch so I decided this
must be the problem. Off I went to the
nearest auto parts store. The counter
man seemed quite surprised when his
computer showed the MG coil to be
the same as nearly all cars back before
makers decided each plug needed
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its own special expensive coil. So of
course he had one in stock and for less
than $25, I was out in his parking lot
replacing the coil. I only dropped one
of the little nuts for the connector but
the new coil came with two new ones.
The car fired right up and ran steadily.
I was a happy camper!
Next day, the car ran great for an
hour or so and then the misfire came
back. Again I poked around under the
bonnet with no result. We were still
a couple hundred miles from home,
but the car continued to run although
poorly. I swapped in my spare Pertronics ignition module but no change. I
left the group and took the most direct
route home and although it wasn’t
much fun, we made it home just fine.
Later, I gave more thought as to
what could be the cause. I checked
fuel delivery and the pump quickly
filled a tin from an opened fuel line. I
knew that wasn’t the problem! Next,
I thought about what else I had done
when changing the coil that could
have temporarily fixed the fault. The
only thing I had touched were the
wires leading to and from the coil. So
again, I checked the resistance of the
coil wire and again it looked good. But
then I bent it a bit and the resistance
soured. Somewhere inside the insulation the carbon fiber conductor had
burned in two. Just to be sure I hooked
up my timing light and noted the
miss was obvious when I revved the
engine. Then I repeated that test after
swapping to an old coil wire I found
in my pile-o-parts. A trip to my local
auto parts store for a new set of wires
and then all I had to do was reset the
timing and carb mixtures that I had
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messed with along the road; and, of
course, I still needed to put my best
ignition module and hotter sport coil
back in.
Had it not been for technology, I
would have solved this problem much
sooner. If I had not been the proud
owner of that volt/ohm meter, I would
have dug around in the boot and

found my spare wires and swapped
the suspected coil wire. I should have
trusted my instincts instead of trying
to be a real diagnostician. Our old
cars are simple machines and so the
problems they have are almost always
simple problems. Being a bit simple
minded myself, I usually get along just
fine with them.  

Steve

1974½ MGB Registrar

I

Dennis Taylor
1974½ Registrar
NAMGBR

t has been quite the summer. First
we had a great NAMGBR gathering
in French Lick, then we had our
granddaughters visit, readers of previous posts will remember them, for the
remainder of their summer vacation.
Next, it was off to Watkins Glen for the
Vintage Gran Prix Festival, didn’t drive
the GT, but did drive our 1955 TF1500.
For those of you who think a B is a
little primitive compared to our modern rides, our forbearers in this hobby
really did love these little cars. Otherwise we would all be in sedans, with
their water tight, climate controlled
environments, just transporting from
place to place, not quite the TF ride.
Our 74 1/2 MGs by contrast, are
very sophisticated, with their rollup windows, alternators, high(er)
powered headlights, and wipers that
actually sweep a useable area of the
windscreen, not to mention doors
that stay closed. From the turnout at
French Lick, I would also include owners who are not afraid to drive them
fairly long distances. Our 74 1/2s were
well represented at MG 2014; so much
so, the NAMGBR Board is considering making all 74 1/2s a separate class
in the car show for 2015, rather than

just the GTs being separate. Also this
fall marked the 40th anniversary of
the introduction of the rubber bumper
74 1/2 cars, so look for some special
recognition at MG 2015.
Another area of discussion was
regalia specific to our half-year cars.
Of course, in order to have regalia, we
would need a logo for it, so let the word
go forth, we need some of you artistic
types, or not so artistic, to submit your
ideas for 74 1/2 Regalia. You can send
them to me at the address, either snail
mail or email, listed on the Registrars’
page of this issue.
Some of you that I met in French
Lick have promised to send me you
and your car’s story, to help fill this
page. Now as I promised (threatened)
before, if I don’t get your stories I will
be forced to write about that which
I know the most about – my granddaughters. So get busy on those word
processors or typewriters, I figure
antique MG owners would not have
graduated to computers yet, and
pound out your story. Your fellow 74
1/2 owners and I look forward to hearing from you.
Dennis
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Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

A

cold front has settled into the
Midwestern states and brought
the first chill of the season. This
morning there was frost on the car and
I saw the snowflakes as I was heading to work. The northern states are
forecasted for winter snow; however
it’s still too early for anything to stick
in St. Louis. Nevertheless, I didn’t even
consider taking the ’69 Spridget for the
daily commute. With the change in
seasons, my thoughts have gone from
sunny drives to winter projects.
Our local auto parts stores will
often run specials; a ‘free’ oil filter
with the purchase of five quarts of oil.
Both of my Sprites have been updated
for the 70’s era spin-on filters that fit
the MG Midgets. Since my Spridgets
require additional oil between oil
changes, over the years I’ve accumulated a collection of filters. Having
plenty of MG Midget filters on hand,
last time I asked for filter for my winter
car, a 2002 Toyota Sienna. Two weeks
later, I was searching my garage parts
box for the Toyota filter and all I had
in my box were filters for MGs. How
could this be? I knew I had bought at
least one to fit the Toyota. On checking my receipt, I found that the FRAM
PH3614 filter fits the 2002 Toyota.
This is very close in shape and size
to the MG Midget filters. Even the
number is close to the STP S3614 filter
which is for the MG Midgets. Without
looking up manufacturer’s numbers,
I wouldn’t know which filter is for
which car. From now on, I’ll mark the
filters and carefully place the Toyota
filters in a separate box. Come to think
of it, I have at least ten boxes for MG
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parts and not a single Toyota parts box!
Worried about getting the winter
driving blues? Here’s a great suggestion from Mark Rollinson, owner of a
very fine 1962 MG Mark 1 Midget. “I
won’t lie. I dislike winter. A lot. I try to
stretch the sports car driving season
as much as I can every year. But by
this time of the year it’s down to just a
handful of truly decent driving days.
My last driving day was Wednesday,
Nov. 5 and it was sunny and almost
warm (low 50s here in S.E. Michigan).
When I shut off the ignition in my
Midget I conceded that this may be the
last drive of 2014. But I did something
different this year. I bought a GoPro
camera. It’s small. And for this drive
and other previous drives I installed
the camera on a suction cup attached
to the passenger side screen sliding
window and took a drive.
“My point is that I know in two
months or so from now the roads I
drove on Wednesday will likely be
covered with snow and ice. Thanks to
my Go Pro I’m prepared for those truly
lousy winter days. I intend to pour
myself about three fingers of good
Kentucky bourbon and sit down in
front of the fireplace with my laptop
and enjoy some of my favorite roads
while driving along in my Midget. On
video. It won’t be quite the same, of
course. Perhaps I can set up a window
fan so I can simulate the feeling of the
wind blowing through my hair (what
there is left of it). It won’t be the same
but I will enjoy watching the video
and listening to the exhaust blapping.
away. Wish I had thought of this earlier. No need to worry about the cost of
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gas either. I almost can’t wait. But then
again, yeah, I can wait.”         
Wow! What a great idea! Adding
a Go-Pro to the Christmas list might
be the best way to extend the driving
season.
Thanks for all the responses to the
Spridget Register in 2014. I always look
forward to receiving emails, letters and
web responses. Why not sent a picture
or two of your winter project? Stories

about your Spridget projects are always
welcome. I’ll try to include as many
pictures of member’s cars as possible in
The MG Driver. If you have not already
registered your Spridget, be sure to
visit the online registration on the
NAMGBR website (www.namgbr.org)
or send your information directly to
me at the new register email: midgetsprite@namgbr.net Bruce

Refreshed NAMGBR Web Site

I

f you’ve been to the NAMGBR web
site recently, you will probably have
noticed a bit of a change. Thanks
to the great work by Denny Elimon
and with the support of the NAMGBR
executive team, the web site was updated in late 2012/early 2013. That was
a massive amount of work and a huge
leap forward from the previous site. If
you want to go “back in time” for the
NAMGBR website (or any other site),
check out http://web.archive.org to see
what I mean.
A couple of years in so-called “Internet time” are a bit like 5-10 years in
“normal” time as things change very
fast. As such it was time for an update
and that has recently been implemented on September 1, 2014 (US Labor Day
weekend). The goal of the update was
to try and make the site even easier to
navigate, add some additional security,
and bring in some new features. There
are a couple of features we still need to
bring back, classifieds and technical
tips. Those are being worked on but
we need to find a way to make sure
that information remains relevant and
fresh. Watch for additional updates
as we look to bring those capabilities
back, now that phase 1 of the refresh is
complete.
Security – this is one of those
things where you, generally, can’t
have too much. Although the site was
secure before, we have implemented
our own site SSL (Secure Socket Layer)

By Simon Dix

certificate. The entire site is now
secured with SSL and you’ll see the
padlock symbol and https (“s” for
secure) at the beginning of site pages
in your browser.
Online Store/Membership – with
the SSL security implemented we can
now have our own online regalia store,
including membership purchases.
This streamlines the financial transactions on the site and you can make
purchases, safely and securely, right
on the site without being redirected,
unless you opt to use PayPal to make
payments. Credit and Debit cards are
accepted right on the site, with full
security, and purchases/memberships
are immediately confirmed via email.
Note that there are no surcharges for
credit/debit card payments or PayPal
now, and electronic payments are actually more efficient for the Secretary
and the Treasurer.
Navigation – this is always a tough
one, but we have tried to make things
even easier to find. The menus have
been tweaked and you’ll find links
to things like the event insurance
information and request form in multiple places on the site. Additionally
the site is fully “responsive” so that it
now works even better on tablets and
mobile phones. The resources section
sub menu items have clear headers,
as do other main menu items. Many
links and icons to additional pages and
information have been implemented.
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There is a site search icon in the main
menu and it works pretty well. Just
click on the magnifying glass icon
and try searching on the word “insurance” and you’ll hopefully see what we
mean. There are several other updates
and I’ll try and highlight a few of
these.
Home Page: this is updated to
show pictures of all models supported
by the register. It also shows the most
recent news from NAMGBR and the
MG world at large with details just a
click away. It also shows off the Readers’ Rides that are featured in The MG
Driver magazine. Yet another incentive
to submit your Readers’ Rides information to Robert, your car could be
featured on the home page!
Events: has an event calendar of
upcoming events and you can request
an event to be added right from the
site. There’s also upcoming NAMGBR
and All Register convention information, past convention and AGM details
under the sub menu pages.
Facebook Feed: If you’re not on
Facebook but wondering about what’s
being shared and discussed in the
NAMGBR group, you can now see the

latest Facebook posts on the site, no
Facebook account required. Just look
for the link under the Resources menu
page.
Form Submissions: are all secured
directly on the site and are updated
to make sure the information needed
is indicated as required. Also added
is a verification step (CAPTCHA) to
prevent the officers and coordinators
from dealing with a lot of fake submissions. These should be fairly readable
compared to some implementations
of this verification step. For an event
insurance request you can attach/
upload a contract copy with the rest of
the submission.
We hope this refresh will renew
interest in the site and build on the
great work done previously. In addition to drawing in new members to the
register and the marque of friendship,
the site is there to serve the current
members. If you haven’t been to the
site recently, please take a visit and see
what is new: https://namgbr.org. If you
have any feedback, ideas or suggestions, just drop me a note at webmaster@namgbr.net.

Annual General Meeting
of the North American MGB Register

October 25, 2014, 1 – 5 p.m.
Americana Conference Resort
Niagara Falls, ON

Meeting Minutes

Call to Order: The Annual

General Meeting (AGM) of the North
American MGB Register (NAMGBR)
was held in the Americana Conference
Resort, Niagara Falls, Ontario on October 25, 2014. The meeting convened
at 1:02 PM, Chairman Alan Magnuson
presiding, Dave Mullen, treasurer,
and Tony Burgess, acting as secretary.
Bruce Wyckoff had a death in the family and could not attend AGM.

Members in Attendance:

Alan Magnuson
Laura Magnuson
Dave Mullen		
Peter Mittler
Charles de Bourbon Kim de Bourbon
Dick Brown 		
Jack Long
Michael Egliskis Jeremy Holdsworth
Carol Brown
Tony Burgess
Richard Liddick
Stuart MacFarlane
John Burrows
Jim Sweeney
Bob Riddell
Keith Holdsworth
Jeff Taylor (via video)
14
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Approval of Minutes:

Motion made and seconded to
approve the minutes of the 2013 AGM
held in French Lick, IN on October 26,
2013. Minutes approved.

Executive Board Report:
Chairman – Alan Magnuson

Alan thanked the NAMGBR Officers, Charles & Kim DeBourbon,
Tony & Lynne Burgess, Denny Elimon,
Simon Dix, Connie Wyckoff, The
MG2014 Committee, John Twist, and
the NAMGBR Coordinators and Registrars for their help during the year.
Alan also asked that we remember
the passing of longtime member Don
Peery who had attended all the prior
NAMGBR Conventions.
Vice Chairman - Jeff Taylor
Jeff thanked the membership for
allowing him to serve as Vice Chairman and indicated he would continue
to work with affiliated chapters on
insurance and re-affiliation. Jeff indicated the we presently have over 100
affiliated chapters across the US and
Canada.
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Secretary - Bruce Wyckoff
Treasurer - David Mullen

Dave indicated that the present
Club balance was slightly over $52,000
and all expenses were current.
Dave answered questions from
Stuart MacFarlane about how the regalia inventory was carried on the books
and Peter Mittler’s question about
advertising income. Peter also asked
if the Club’s “800” number could be
hosted on MajicJack (or similar).

Coordinator & Registrar Reports:

Ken Smith
Best Newsletter of the Year
Texas MG Register
Russell Read, Editor

MG Driver Best
Contributing Author
Kim de Bourbon

John Twist
& Caroline Robinson
Enthusiast of the Year
John Rogers

The following Coordinator and Registrar reports were read (as indicated)
and presented for acceptance.
Editor, MG Driver - Robert Rushing –
(Robert, in his report, asked for material for “The MG Driver”)

Advertising Coordinator

Charles de Bourbon

Publicity Coordinator - Jeff Taylor
Convention Coordinator - Tony Burgess
Technical Coordinator
John Twist no report

Special Recognition
Simon Dix

NAMGBR Honorary
Lifetime Membership
Jerome Rosenberger

Good Samaritan of the Year
Bob Bentzinger

Regalia Coordinator - Connie Wyckoff
Web Master
Simon Dix
Concours Coordinator - Robert Gloyd
Service Coordinator - Bruce Wyckoff
N.A. Council of MG Registers Representative – Richard Liddick
MGB Registrar – Jack Long
MGB LE Registrar – Ken Smith
Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper

1500 Midget Registrar – Steve Olson
1974 ½ Registrar - Dennis Taylor
MGB V8 & Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco no report

Pull Handle MGB Registrar

Lloyd Faust no report

MG 1100/1300 Registrar

Bill Fox no report

MGC Registrar - John Rogers
100,000 / 200,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan

Original Owners Registrar
Bill Hawkins

Hammer and Tongs Registrar

Phil Smith no report

Modern/Post Abingdon Registrar
NAMGBR Chapters of the Year
SIR BRIT Southern Indiana
Region British Car Club
16

NAMGBR Chapters of the Year
Illinois Flatland British Car Club
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Mark Jones

Break: Break in the meeting called at
2:30 p.m. Meeting reconvened 2:45 p.m.

Old Business: discussion on the Constitution of the North American MGB
Register being available on the website.
New Business: Jeremy Holdsworth
asked why NAMGBR annual events are
usually held during the work week instead of over the weekend. Discussion
followed about room rates being considerably lower during the week than
on weekends in the areas where recent
events have been held. Discussion
was noted and it was stated that this
recommendation would be presented
to possible future host clubs.
Elections & Ballots: Forty eight member Clubs returned ballots.
Election Results: re-elected to two
year terms wVice Chairman – Jeff Taylor and Secretary – Bruce Wyckoff
Awards:
The North American MGB Register
honors the following individuals for
their contribution to the MG Community

Conventions:

Tony Burgess 2014 Regional Events

MG 2014 - French Lick, IN

Event Review by Dave Mullen

Money presented
to Charities & NAMGBR
MG 2015 – open floor to questions

about MG 2015 - The Magic of Niagara
Falls, ON. June 8 - 12, 2015
Peter Mittler and Mac MacFarlane provided an overall view of the upcoming
convention
MG 2016 - All Register event will be in
Louisville, KY. June 13-17, 2016
MG 2017 – Looking to secure a westcoast location.
MG 2018 - Richard Liddick presented
Gettysburg, PA by Baltimore MG Club.
June 18-22, 2018. This proposal was
approved by the Executive Board after
the meeting.

Announcements:

New Registrars Alex Mantell
Next Generation Registrar
Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 3:58 p.m.

Recorded by

Tony Burgess and Alan Magnuson
North American MGB Register
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Ken’s Korner

Article and images
provided by Ken Smith

H

ope this coming year is good to
you with lots of MG excitement
ahead. Thanks to all those who
wrote me commiserating on my LE
being sold to new owners, Ron & Jeri
Jarosz in South Carolina. These friends
also purchased the last MGB we sold
(a 62 model) so we know the Limited
Edition has gone to a good home. I
was not on my own in feeling the loss
of my MGB. In fact, I even had a note
from Don Hayter saying “now you
know how I must have felt when I had
to let my MGB go for reasons similar to
yours”.
However, we must move on and
I had an encouraging note from my
friend Marcia Cate, informing me that
her 1979 Limited Edition called “Reggie” which she bought new, had recently been returned from a complete
restoration. I think I have mentioned
Marcia in my reports before, as she
kept every piece of paper relating to

18
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the MGB since new! These include the
20 day paper plates (salvaged before
Marcia’s pet goats chewed them up!)
The LE t-shirt which came with the car
and the original owner’s manual still
in the plastic sleeve, plus all the paperwork which came with the vehicle
when purchased.
By the way, “Reggie” acquired
his name from Elton John whose real
name is Reginald Dwight, and whose
big hit Your Song was top of the charts
in 1979, and was greatly admired by
Marcia.
Originally Marcia went with her
father to trade in a 1972 pale yellow
MGB which had seen better days in
order to get a new convertible MGB
roadster. However, once Marcia saw
the press advert for the Limited Edition she was determined to have one.
Thus a visit to Service Consultants,
Alexander, Chrysler, Plymouth, in
Manchester New Hampshire, on Octo-
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Letters to the Editor

ber 26, 1979, saw Marcia’s dad sign off
on the LE.
She says, “I had been given the
‘72 MGB when I graduated from high
school in June 1979 – this car broke
down everywhere! But I loved it and
the top was never up the whole of that
summer. In the fall, I was going to get
a winter car but then I saw the advert
for the LE and it was love at first sight.
My dad co-signed the loan but I paid
every car payment and have probably
paid for the car again over the years!
My dad was a big part of me enjoying
and loving that MGB. Taking care of
the car, helping me clean and polish it,
he helped me work on the engine and
was one of the very few people that I
let drive it. Sadly, my dad passed way at
a very young and active 57 years of age
in 1992.
However, the MGB was not used
for a considerable period of years
mainly due to being in storage and my
job as a veterinary technician is a very
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low paying career which precluded
me from having any restoration work
done. I also bought my first house,
which didn’t have a garage, and so the
MGB was moved to a friend’s house
under a three-sided lean-to!
Then earlier this year, my longtime boyfriend, Larry, told me, over
dinner that he was planning to have
the MGB restored which was a total
surprise to me. He looked at me and
told me the restorer was picking the car
up the next week as he knew I would
be away in New York on business. I was
speechless and shed a few tears in this
crowded restaurant at his kindness!
So now we come full circle and
Reggie is now back at home just in
time to welcome the horrendous New
England winter! But my 35 year old
love affair with this car can only get
better with age, and I thank everyone
who has helped me with this obsession
– long may it continue!”
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Robert,
In the November/ December issue of
The MG Driver I have some comments
on a couple of articles. To the letter of the
editor Paul Lewis show a heater control
valve that, he installed. I have been using
a stainless steel ball valve since the early
90’s. The ball valve is 1/2” and you can
remove the faceplate (when the valve is
closed) and not lose any antifreeze. This
produces a sufficient amount of heat
into cockpit to warm anyone toes. Using the existing cable and removing the
slide mechanize modifying to fit the ball
handle you can turn the control valve on/
off. The stainless ball valve does
need support but a bracket off
the engine will do fine.
The second article is about
the fuel pump written by Dave
Braun, it is a good practice to
take an extra ground cable from
the fuel pump and connect it
directly to the ground terminal at the battery. This now
provides a good ground path
for the pump – remember that
the pump is enclosed in rubber
grommets for vibration purpose.
On the early models the wiring
harness provided a grounding cable on
the later they sometimes do not. In either
case, providing another ground cable will
ensure the unit is grounded. I explained
this in an early edition to the editor on
Fuel Sender Units, and why the ground
cable is so important. This is even more so
when you have electronic equipment being
used, most 12DC electronics will not turn
on unless it sees 12VDC or better. Another
good practice is to run a #12AWG cable
from the negative side of the battery to the
engine bay area and secure it to a location
that you can access. This again will provide a secure path for the ground so that
any testing with a meter can be done. I
would suggest that the cable be someplace
out of the direct weather conditions and

have a removal cap/plug on it. It has been
many times that the electrical problems
start with no or bad grounding cables.
The practice used to be to just ground the
device or equipment to the car’s frame,
this practice is not done today because
the frame could be coated with anti- rust
chemicals or that rust has entered into the
frame and causing increased resistance to
the circuits that is why grounding cables
are being used especially with today electronics. —Mike Grieco (MG)
Thanks Mike!

Hi,

A couple of years ago I bought a 1978
MGB roadster, locally, here in Hobart
Tasmania. It was previously a left hand
drive USA vehicle, which had been bought
by a firm in Launceston Tasmania, which
specialized in buying up American MGBs
and importing them. They were then
stripped down completely and rebuilt.
My car is a beautiful Pageant Blue
in color, and the chassis number is
GHN5UL4771576, and the engine number is 18V890EL7360. I was wondering if
by any chance you might have any record
of that in your register as I would like to
find out anything of its previous history.
Many thanks for any help you can
provide.
Cheers for now, —Greg Baxter
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seal.baxter@bigpond.com
Do you have any information on this car?
Robert,
I do not have Jai Deagan’s e-mail
address so I could not tell him direct. My
MGB passed 100,000 miles. Jai sent me
a nice certificate & said he would list my
name in The Driver. I received the Nov/
Dec Driver, but he forgot me. Boo hoo. Just
passing info on...
Regards, —John Powling
John, he forgot me too, but that’s not
unusual because Jai always forgets
me!

Dear NAMGBR Members,
Anybody know the history of this car? I
have a 1969 MGC roadster that I purchased in 2002 and spent two years of
work on the car to get it back on the road.
The car has several interesting performance upgrades to the suspension, engine,
and carburation. I have been searching
for the history of this car for nearly seven
years and have been unsuccessful in
locating the original owner. This car was
bought in England in 1969 driven and
shipped by the owner to the states sometime around 1972. Over the years, I have
contacted many MGC register members
and others for information. My requests
for owner history to the DVLA and to the
Heritage Motoring Centre archive British
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were denied on privacy grounds. Most recently I posted a photo of the fender flairs
in hopes someone would recognize them.
David Cleverdon sent me a photo of an
advertisement of Bill Nicholson’s tuning
shop of Towcester, England. The photo of
the flairs on the over looked the same as
on my car and slightly different than the
standard Sebring flares. I later learned
that Bill’s daughter, Loraine, might
know more and I was able to contact her.
Loraine confirmed that my car was one
that her dad worked on and also that
the original owners name might be Ian
J. Robinson. It seems Ian may have been
an American serviceman stationed in
the UK for a time in
the late 60s. There
may have been a
nephew involved
with the car as well,
although Loraine
was not entirely
certain whether Ian
J. Robinson was the
uncle or the nephew.
One or both may
have raced the car in
the UK. I have had
no luck taking this
any further. The car
has had quite a lot
of work done to it
some of that you can
see from the photos
including rally clocks in the cockpit. In
fact a decal for the Truro & District Motor
Club is still in the window. I would very
much like to contact Ian or anyone who
can tell me more. I would like to also take
this opportunity to say thanks to everyone who has helped me in the past. With
special thanks to the members of the MGC
register who took the time to do research
on their own to pass on information to
someone they have never met, knowing
me only as another person living with an
MGC.
Commission no. G52N001627R
Car no. GCN1U 5508G
Engine no.29GARU/H1953
There is also a small tag that says,
MGCU 001680
Thanks, —Dennis LeSuer
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On the Front Lines with Brian Moylan:
Mechanic / Author / Christmas Baby

Article & images provided By John Hunt, MG Owners Club of Northern California

B

rian Moylan was born on Christmas day in 1928 in London. He
joined MG in 1950, the racing
department in 1955, and worked at
the factory until 1979, when he took a
job at a Morris Garages outlet. Brian is
an active member of the MG Car Club
with his 1956 red MGA Coupe’ and has
written four books: MG’s Abingdon Factory, Behind the Octagon, Anatomy of a
Works Mini, and Works Rally Mechanic.
I’ve often heard that the competitions
department was described as a “bee hive
of activity.”
Roughly, how many people worked in
the shop?
We had a team of six mechanics
that handled the works cars. The
private race cars went to the service
department’s special tuning division
in Abingdon.
From start to finish, how long did it take
prepare a factory car for a race?
From three weeks to a month.
You needed to rebuild the engines.
Balancing and lighting the engine
and the car were key. We did the
least changes with the Monte Carlo
cars since they only allowed for minimal changes. We also made seat and
peddle location modifications for
driver preferences for comfort.
It was often, we didn’t finish till
the last minute. Number of times,
we were up till midnight preparing
cars. Then, once the cars where fin-

ished, they still needed to be run-in
(broken-in). Often, the mechanics
ended up doing this in three hours
shifts along the roads around Abingdon. In between driving, we would
go into the shop to make adjustments and replace parts. This whole
process could take up to 24 hours.
Could you tell me about life on the racing
tour?
We carried everything with us.
Our van was so heavy, it was nick
named “the barge.” With all those
parts and tools on board, it felt and
drove like one.
What where some entertaining moments
you remember?
We were at Tour de France at one
stop. A Renault was broken and their
team had four vans on site trying to
figure out what was wrong and how
to fix it. After watching them scramble for a while, it was too much to
take. We hopped out and fixed their
broken dynamo bracket for them.
Another time we were in the
French Alps. I remembered that we
were watching at this one hairpin
turn. It was very cold and it had just
been swept clean of snow. A number of locals where out enjoying the
event, some of them who had too
much vino, thought it would be fun
to throw snow balls on the curve. The
next car around was a French car that
crashed and gendarmes (police) took
them away.
MGB had a number of impressive
victories with BMC works team. During
your time with the team, which race do
you think was one of the finest moment
for MG?
Spa 1000 KM that took place
in 1966, when the MGB driven by
Andrew Hedges / Julien Vernaeve
finished first in GT category and 1st
in Class. This race showcased one of
MGB’s many strengths and in the racing world, it was reliability.
I can’t remember all the cars,
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however, yes, they beat all the major
marques such as Porsche, Jaguar, etc.
Note: Spa 1000 is also known as Spa
24 hours. This race was first introduced
in 1924. Sports cars began racing here in
1953. The formal name of the course is
Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps and is in

Belgium. The most driver wins at Spa is
by Jacky Ickx (5), most wins by a team is
Peugeot (5) and most wins by a manufacturer is Ferrari (10).
A special thanks to Brian for sharing
his time and insights with us!

Why I didn’t buy a new MG in Panama
By Troy Bell

I

was born in the late 1960s into a
home with a Dad that always had
a used MG in the garage (actually
there were at least 44 of them over the
years). By the time I was old enough
to drive, the factory had already been
shut down for two years. So when
I’d saved enough, I did the next best
thing, I bought an old red 1976 MGB
in late 1987. My Dad and I rebuilt the
engine and interior. I kept it for the
spring and my Dad convinced me
to sell it for a profit and do it all over
again. So I sold it to a gentleman in
Ontario, about a week later I watched
the tow truck take the car away to the
rail company that was going to ship it
out east.
I remember the empty feeling inside when I was no longer a MG owner.
That began the hunt for a new one
and on the September long weekend
in 1988, I purchased my 1979 MGB LE
and it is still in my garage to this day.
There is very little chance I will sell it,
I think that empty feeling I had with
the previous B would be way worse
now, so it’s just easier to keep it. I have
learned a considerable amount about
business and sales from my Dad but we
are definitely different when it comes
to parting with MGs!
Fast forward to 2014 and I find
myself in a country that actually
has an MG Dealership for new cars! I
can’t believe it, am I dreaming? Being
Canadian there was no possible way
of buying a new MG up to this point.
I have died and gone to heaven and as
24
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luck would have it I need a car. Look
out two-seater convertible MG TF here
I come! What the heck do you mean,
“That line is discontinued”? My choice
is a hatchback or a four door, really?!?
MG is synonymous with the small,
sleek two door convertibles. Wind
in your hair, open road ahead, it’s
been like that for 90 years. You know
sometimes when you feel life just kicks
you in the teeth? That was one of those
moments. I was in the market for a
dream, not a modern day “appliance”,
to quote my friend Vito.
Please don’t get me wrong, I am
thankful to the big Chinese car manufacturer that stepped in to “save” the
marque, or did they? Was this their
way of expanding out of China without a stigma attached? To be honest,
they did continue to produce the two
seater convertible for a while.
MG was always exciting, sexy, and
fun to say the very least. It was never a
Toyota, Honda, or Hyundai, like it appears to be today. I have been in business for many years and I’m well aware
that business is real and it’s hard. Decisions are made to maximize profit and
minimize loss and things like exciting,
sexy and fun take a backseat to that.
My hope is that they can find a
place in their product line that meets
their profit requirements and is still
true to the tradition of the MG brand.
I have patiently waited for the 46 years
for my own brand new MG two seater
convertible and I will continue to long
for that day.
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MG 2015 Update By Peter Mittler, MG Car Club of Toronto

T

he good news is this: Niagara
Falls is a destination town. The
challenging news is, you got
it, and Niagara Falls is a destination
town! As a premier holiday resort and
attraction center, Niagara Falls has
so many options that your MG 2015
committee has had difficulty trying
to narrow down what to put on the
program. Choose the activities that we
have organized or go off and do your
own thing with maybe a spa session
at the Americana, a golf game on our
many gorgeous links, or relax at the
water park in the host hotel (the roof
opens!).
Many people have already ‘been
there/done that” with the Niagara
Parks Attractions and so it did not
make sense to include them in our
program when you can optionally
Day/Date

Monday June 08
Tuesday June 9

Same Tour Schedule

Time

Noon to 9pm
Noon to 9pm
8pm to 11pm
Anytime

Activity

Location/Notes

Registration
Promenade Room A*
Silent Auction
Promenade Room B* 			
Welcome
Jack’s back room* **
Self-directed drives
Three tours to choose from.
[1] Waterfalls West – see the ‘other’ Niagara region waterfalls
[2] Niagara Pkwy North ->Niagara-on-the-Lake w/Welland Canal
[3] Niagara Pkwy South -> Fort Erie
9am to 9pm
Registration
Promenade Room A*			
9am to 9pm
Silent Auction
Promenade Room B*			
9am to 9pm
“MG” Arts Photo, Model & Craft “
“
3 times 9am-12pm
Niagara Bus Tour 1
Niagara Tour - Double Decker bus 1

9:30am to 3pm
9am to 11am
		
9am to 11am
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experience them by yourself.
Our website at http://www.
mg2015.com has page full of
local attractions and shedule
of events. So, come early, stay
late, and take advantage of the
special hotel rates we negotiated for you both before and
after the event.
Any of you who have organized a big event will know
that the minute we print a
planned schedule in The MG
Driver; something will be out
of date. Therefore, the definitive source for accurate information
will always be the website. As we are
still months out from the event we reserve the right to make minor changes
to the plan below.
We have recently been made
aware that there are shuttle services
to Niagara Falls Canada from Buffalo
NY Airport. We will have the details
on our website. This will assist those
who want to come to the event from
afar but simply don’t have the time or
the stamina to drive cross-country.
Fly, limo, hotel, visit, limo, fly and
you experience The MaGic in Niagara
without your LBC but with a whole lot
of other MG enthusiasts.
See you in Niagara... and, American friends, don’t forget your Passports.

Optional pre-registration fee will apply

John Twist
Rolling Tech. Undercover Parking Lot*
MGC REGISTER
Niagara Room East
Tech/info session (further info to follow)
The Art of Card Making Niagara Room West

Day/Date

Time

Activity

Location/Notes

11:30am to 2:30pm
Winery Bus Tour
Optional pre-registration fee will apply
		
Visit Jackson Triggs Winery – lunch included
Same Tour Scheduled 3 times1pm to 4pm
Niagara Bus Tour 2
Niagara Tour Double Decker bus 2
		 Optional pre-registration fee will apply
2pm to 4pm
Tech/info session
Niagara Room East by Hagerty
2pm to 4pm
Tech/info session
Niagara Room West by Auto Glym
6pm to 7:30pm
Meet & Greet 1st Timers Promenade Room A*
7:30pm to 11pm
Hospitality
Registrar greetings**
Wednesday June 10 7am to 8:30am
Registration
Promenade Room A*
7am to 5pm
Silent Auction
Promenade Room B*
7am to 5pm
“MG” Arts Photo, Model & Craft “
“ “
Concurrent with Car Show 11am to 4pm
High Tea at The Drawing Room
		
Prince of Wales in Niagara-on-the-Lake.
		
(includes time-visit NOTL) Optional pre-registration fee will apply
8:30am to 10:30am Directed Drives to the car show site @ Balls Falls		
Two routes with maps/directions in Miles and Kilometers and with Marshalls at key locations.
		
Organized by the Niagara British Car Club.
10:30am to 3pm
Car Show –at Balls Falls Conservation Area
Four fields available for the car show. The Barn will be open for shelter and place to eat lunch;
heritage buildings will be open for us to visit. Breakfast, coffee/tea, lunch, cold drinks, will be served by Country Boys
Mobile Food Kitchen on a cash purchase basis from 8:30am. Vendors will be on site. Concours judging, plus popular
voting, Valve Cover Races, Vendors, MG Olympics & more

3pm to 4pm

Directed Drive from the car show site.

7pm to 9pm

British Buffet Dinner

Alternative: A self-directed drive [the reverse of the drive you did not do on the way to Balls Falls] will be provided for
those wishing to leave on their own and will include a regional map.
Live Music by Ron Dewberry

Grand Ballroom*

Optional pre-registration fee will apply

8pm to 11pm
Hospitality area
Jack’s back room**
Anytime
Self-directed drives
Three tours to choose from.
[1] Waterfalls West – see some of the ‘other’ Niagara region waterfalls
[2] Niagara Pkwy North ->Niagara-on-the-Lake with Welland Canal
[3] Niagara Pkwy South -> Fort Erie
9am to 3pm
Silent Auction
Promenade Room B*
9am to 3pm
“MG” Arts Photo, Model & Craft “
“ “
Same Scheduled 3 times 9am to 12 noon
Niagara
Niagara Tour Double Decker bus 3

Thursday June 11

Optional pre-registration fee will apply

9 to 11am
Tech/info session
Modern MG Mark Jones John Stevenson
9 to 11am
MGC REGISTER
Niagara Room East*
Tech/info session (further info to follow)
9:00am to 10:30am Classic Yoga
Niagara Room West*
			 Optional pre-registration fee will apply		
2pm to 4pm
Tech/info session
Niagara Room East*
Bob DeShane : The Legend of Nigel Shiftright
1pm to 3:30pm
Art instruction “Open Canvas” Niagara Room West
			 Optional pre-registration fee will apply
5pm to 11pm
Banquet and Awards Event
• MG-Themed MaGic Show at Greg Frewin Theatre • Optional pre-registration fee will apply
5pm to 7pm
Theater Opens**
Keep the stage clear during intermission.
We can make use of the 3 stage screens
7pm to 7:20pm
Buffet Dinner
7:30 to 9:15pm
Speaker Magic Show before and after the magic performance
9:30 to 11pm
Awards Presentation – their technicians will work with us
to able our use of the screen system.
		
We can have the convention registrants that chose not to attend the dinner and show enter the theatre for the awards
presentation and use the seating behind those that attended the show. There will be no charge but we have to control
the entry and seating.

Friday June 12
8 to 10:30am
Pick up all items.		
		
Pay for and pick-up your silent auction purchases
				
Promenade Room B
*At the Americana Resort and Spa ~**Cash Bar and Food

*At the Americana Resort and Spa ~**Cash Bar and Food
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Rear Brake Replacement

By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

Maggie’s right hand wheel cylinder on Harry’s back plate. The relocated wheel cylinder roll pin
hole allows the use of the smaller diameter cylinder needed for a Tourer. Note the fiddly clip arrangement that locates the wheel cylinder. The hole above the clip is the opening for the bleeder
nipple. And hey, this photo is upside down from the on-car orientation.
The Workshop Manual view of the assembled rear brake. Unfortunately, it omits the orientation
on the car (this is the left hand side shown) and the parking brake lever spring that was present on
almost all cars except the earliest models. The configuration of the lower brake shoe spring also
changed over time and received a long wire hook that goes under the parking brake lever.

I

n an earlier article, we tackled
the front brake caliper rebuild, so
now we can turn our attention
to the rear brakes and in particular,
the preparation and the assembly of
the shoes, cylinders and springs. The
workshop manual is woefully inadequate in regard to the rear brakes,
particularly in the arrangement of
the springs, the handbrake lever (the
one on the rear brake back plate, not
the one in the cockpit) the differences
between the tourer (roadster) and the
coupe (GT); and the leading – trailing
shoe arrangement. It isn’t that they
didn’t attempt to show or even address
these items; they simply used earlier
diagrams missing some bits, or those
that did not declare the right or left
orientation of the back plate. Information on the brakes with regards to the
changes from the banjo rear axle to
the Salisbury or tube rear axle is also
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sketchy. The tube rear axle was on all
GTs and roadsters from 1967. Although
from 1965 to 1967 it seems that roadsters may have been fitted with either
banjo or tubed axles, and who knows
what has been swapped from car to
car, so it is good to know before going
in what equipment is currently on
your car.
Diane and I decided to rebuild the
rear brakes to go along with the conversion to wire wheels. Conveniently,
the brakes failed about the same time,
leading to a complete system rebuild
and conversion to DOT 5 silicone
based brake fluid. So going through all
the hydraulics as well as fitting new
shoes and checking the drums became
part of the job; along with swapping
out the rear axle, which also conveniently had developed a serious leak
and became noisy. The wire wheel axle
is narrower to provide room for the
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larger wire wheel hubs while keeping
the rear wheel track approximately the
same as the disc wheels.
Our donor rear axle came from
‘Harry the MGB GT that Couldn’t be
Saved’, and as a result was set up not
only for wire wheels but also for the
larger diameter rear brake cylinders to
compensate for the heavier rear weight
bias of the GT. The lads at the drawing
office didn’t want GT cylinders to find
their way on to Tourers (and vice versa)
so they required the cylinders to have
a small roll pin inserted into the face
that butts against the back plate. A different location was specified for each
version. A corresponding hole in the
back plate was specified to match, and
viola, you have non-interchangeable
parts. Since I went ahead with using
the GT back plates, but rebuilt Maggie’s wheel cylinders, I had to change
the location of the hole for the pins.
Removing the brake drum
requires the parking brake be off and
then backing off the adjuster which is
done via the quarter inch square drive
on the back side of the mounting plate.

Dismount the wheel; and for Rostyle
wheels remove the small countersunk
screws fixing the drum to the hub.
If you have wire wheels, you need to
remove the four nuts which hold the
brake drum to the wire wheel hub. The
drum should pull off, or encouraged
with gentle tapping of a hammer on
the drum.
As you proceed in tearing apart
your rear brake system it is probably
a good idea to note the location of
any springs and fittings. This doesn’t
guarantee that a previous repair was
assembled correctly, so comparing it to
a known good assembly would be wise
too. The MGB rear axle is also famous
for having crushed brake lines due to
carelessness when hooking up for a
tow, or strapping down on a flat bed,
so inspect the brake lines traversing
the rear axle as well. If you remove the
brake lines for replacement, be aware
that there are four different lines for
each side, those with or without wire
wheels; and those with or without
the later metric fittings on the brake
system. It goes without saying that
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from the very first brake application as
this is also the time to replace the rear
there will be no need for high spots or
brake hose, because it can fail intermismatched curves to be worn in over
nally, locking the rear brakes on as
a period of time. This customization
thoroughly as if you left the parking
is something that ‘off the shelf’ brake
brake engaged.
lining kits or shoes can’t duplicate. It
Inspect the shoes and see if anywill take a few days for the work to be
thing has leaked upon them, such as
done and the parts turned around,
brake fluid from a failed cylinder or
so it is a good time to disassemble the
gear oil from a bad rear seal between
brake adjusters; the brake cylinders;
the axle tube and the hub. You’re goclean up any hardware and perhaps
ing to be fixing the former, but for the
paint the brake backing plate.
later you will need to source new seals
The brake adjusters should have a
and replace them, as well as inspectslot in the end of the rounded fouring the sealing surface. For the Tourer
sided pyramid that will allow you to
(with its smaller diameter wheel cylwithdraw the adjuster with a screwinders), there are complete rear brake
driver and then push out the two plugs
rebuilding kits available that include
that abut the ends of the brake shoes.
new cylinders, shoes, springs, clips,
After cleaning
etc. at incredieverything
bly reasonable
in the parts
pricing. But
washer and
half the fun
blowing dry,
of rebuilding
lube with
brakes is dolithium grease
ing it yourself,
and reasand in my
semble in the
opinion a
fully retracted
better job can
position to
be had by folthe backing
lowing a few
plate using
of the pointers
Inspecting a rear wheel cylinder while it is being disasthe nuts and
to come.
sembled. If the discoloration is smooth, and you can’t detect
lock washers
After
it with your fingernail, the cylinder is OK. Smooth movement
previously
disassembly,
in the bore assures that the piston will extend easily without
removed.
clean up all
cocking. The seal (shown in its proper orientation) on the
The brake
the parts in
cylinder does all the hard work of keeping the brake fluid
wheel cylinbrake cleaner,
on the proper side of the system. Note the roll pin for locatders are easy
and then
ing the wheel cylinder in the appropriate backing plate for
to disassemble
package up
the appropriate model.
and inspect
the drums
for corrosion
and the shoes
in the bores, sloppy fit or other issues.
in a ‘if it fits it ships’ postal box, and
Simply remove the dust cover from
ship those items to Brake & Equipeach end and the pull out the piston.
ment Warehouse in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, or find a similar shop close Remove the piston seal and clean all
the parts and dry thoroughly. The
to you. Put a note in the box that you
bores may benefit from a light honing,
want your shoes relined and arced to
but recheck the fit afterwards. If you
match the drums, and to let you know
doubt the condition of the cylinders
if for some reason the drums aren’t
at all, replace them, they are quite
salvageable. The key in this effort is
inexpensive. If they pass inspection,
to get the outer radius of the shoes
they are easy to rebuild which is even
exactly matched to the inner radius of
less expensive. Always place a seal lip
the drum. Shoes and drums prepared
against the direction of travel, and
this way will result in perfect stopping
30
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lubricate with brake fluid, or better yet, shoe to shoe. The long wire hook from
the spring then slips under and into
Sil-Glyde® from AGS, or with NAPA’s
the hole in the parking brake lever
house brand which is made by AGS.
assembly. Check out the comments
Install the wheel cylinders on the
below if you have a banjo axle car.
backing plate using the fiddly clip. InTo install the shoes and the
stalling the brake bleeder last will give
springs, keep tension on the springs by
you more room to get the clip in place.
holding the shoes in your clean hands
Reattach the brake pipe to the cylinder
and slip the U-shaped parking brake
and you are ready for your brake shoes
lever belcrank through the back plate.
and drums.
Note that the orientation of the shoes
This is the part where people
with respect to vertical is now about
struggle a bit because it is not intui20 degrees tilted towards the front
tively obvious how to assemble the
of the car.
brakes shoes
With the aft
and springs.
shoe lined
When you get
up in the
your shoes
slots of the
and drums
adjuster at
back from
the top and
being relined
the wheel
and arced,
cylinder at
or if you buy
the bottom,
new, orient
pull (very
the shoes
hard) on
face up on
the forward
a table and
shoe and
mark them
slip it into
LH or RH as
the slots of
appropriate to
the adjuster
help you in
Wheel cylinders after cleaning, and drying with compressed air.
and the
proceeding.
wheel cylinder. Check to make sure
But what is the proper orientation?
the long wire hook is positioned propOn either side of the car, the shoes
erly and that the brake shoes fit within
will have the forward shoe with the
the diameter described by the brake
vaguely triangle opening up and the
backing plate. Adjust the shoes in their
aft shoe will have the triangular opening down. Now, offer up the top spring slots as needed. Attach the double
return spring to the parking brake
so that it will be UNDER the shoes
lever assembly, keeping clear of the
and connected to the round holes.
wheel cylinder. Since this spring is on
For a bit more stretch, you can select
the forward side of the shoes, it is done
the straight slot just below the round
after the shoes are in place against
hole on the forward shoe. The bottom
spring is a bit more complicated. It will the adjuster and the wheel cylinder.
Finally, push the retainer pins through
go UNDER the shoes and connect to
the backing plate and the brake shoes,
the two round holes, but the long wire
add the large coil springs, and place
hook will come through the aft shoe.
the retainer clips with the outer ridge
Next, place the parking brake lever
up, locking them in place with a quarinto the shoes. The openings for the
ter turn while keeping pressure on the
parking brake lever are the triangular
one on the aft shoe, and the slot on the pin heads on the back side of the plate.
A special tool or a pair of pliers seems
forward shoe. The U-shaped belcrank
is aft, and on a tubed axle is positioned to work equally well for this task.
An alternative is to place the
below the long lever (attached by a
parking brake levers through the
rivet to the belcrank) that goes from
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additional word about
the parking brake lever
would be that the early
banjo style (shown in
the workshop manual
and the Moss catalog,
as evidenced by the
inspection hole in the
brake drum) shows the
parking brake lever’s
U-shaped belcrank to
be above the transverse
section that protrudes
through the brake
shoes, while the later
style belcrank (which
is also more U-shaped)
is below the transverse
section that protrudes
through the brake shoes
on the tube type axles.
Knowing the difference
can save you hours of
looking at the diagrams
Shown is the LH rear brake assembly with the shoes and springs in
trying
to puzzle out the
the correct arrangement. Note that I opted to place the top spring
correct
arrangement.
forward attach hook in the slot for a bit more tension. If you can
Paul
Hunt
in his website
place it instead in the hole above, and get the tension you desire,
‘The
Pages
of Bee and
do so. The arrangement of the shoes results in one ‘leading’ shoe
Vee’
http://www.mgband one ‘trailing’ shoe which along with the disc brakes make for
stuff.org.uk/rearbrakes.
sure stops going forward or in reverse.
htm goes through all of
this pretty thoroughly
backing plates and then offer up the
with some really good pictures to boot.
shoes and springs loosely assembled
Just check out his ‘Spanners’ section,
as described above, but I find it easier
spanners being the British term for
to do it the way I first described. An
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an ineffecwrenches.
tive pedal.
Fit the
Now take the
rubber boot
car for a test
for the parking
drive. There
brake lever
is no need to
on the rear of
‘bed’ in the
the back plate
rear brakes if
and reconnect
you followed
the cable and
the recomclevis pin.
mendation
Now offer
to have the
up the brake
shoes arced
drum and atto match the
tach with the
drums. If
counter sunk
everything
screws or nuts
is adjusted
as described in
properly, the
the removal,
car should
and then
install the road The location of the parking brake adjusting nut, in the prop readily stop
in a straight
wheels. At the shaft tunnel, with the prop shaft removed. Turning the nut
line on a
rear of the back tighter at the LH side of the photo will shorten the cable,
gravel surface,
plates, turn the making it react in fewer clicks.
with all the
adjuster with a
disturbances in gravel being equal side
square quarter inch wrench or socket
to side. With the matched shoes the
until the wheel locks, and then back it
break-in period to prevent glazing of
off one or two clicks. The brakes may
the shoes will be drastically reduced.
drag slightly after this adjustment.
In fact, just using the brakes normally
Check the parking brake lever INSIDE
will probably suffice as a break-in as
the cockpit. It should apply fully in
the surface area is maximized comabout three clicks; if not, the brass nut
pared to shoes which are not matched
found forward most of the parking
to the drums.
brake belcrank in the prop shaft tunAs usual there are a few caveats
nel must be adjusted. Once the cable
to consider when working on your
is properly adjusted, keeping the lever
brakes. Unless you know for sure that
on the differential free and the cable
the last set of shoes contained no
lubed is all the maintenance the sysasbestos, wear breathing protection
tem needs as adjusting the rear brakes
when disassembling the brakes and
will return the parking brake lever to
do not blow brake dust away, opting
the proper adjustment as well. In fact,
instead for cleaning up with a brake
a long travel of the parking brake lever
solvent and rag to prevent the spread
in the cockpit is the best indication
of the dust. If you have never worked
that it is time to adjust the rear brakes.
on your rear brakes before, it is advisWhen the rear brakes can no longer be
able to consult with a trusted mentor
adjusted, it is time for new shoes, and
now that you know how easy it is to get to make sure that you are following all
precautions and that your work is flawat the rear brakes, a visual inspection
less. That said, doing a rear brake job
may be warranted.
on our MGs is well within the grasp
Bleed the brakes normally and
of a careful do-it-yourselfer equipped
top off the fluid. It is also a good time
with common tools, and may remove
to flush your brake fluid which will
much of the mystery surrounding an
only take a few pints more and a bit of
important system on your car.
time, but add life to your rubber seals
Safety Fast!
and remove moisture which can cause
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MGC Ball Jointed Axle

Article and images provided By

T

Introduction

he MG Owners Club (MGOC,
mgocspares.co.uk) offers a replacement for the kingpin-based
swivel axle for the MGC. The MGOC
kit, listed as the “MGC Ball Jointed
Axle
Kit COU H435” on the MGOC web
site, replaces the kingpin with an upper and lower sealed ball joint, along
with spacers, shims, and brackets to
complete the installation. According
to the web site, “the kit represents
a significant advancement over the
original design by incorporating modern upper and lower ball joints in place
of the conventional kingpins to ensure
longevity, enhance driver feedback,
reduce weighting up when cornering
(stiction), and offering full camber and
caster adjustability.”
In this article, we provide an
overview of our experience in installing the MGOC Ball Jointed Axle Kit on
Chuck Mosher’s 1968 MGC GT (you
can see more photos and info on www.
mgexp.com/registry/GCD1U3775G).
We will review final adjustments and
handling in a follow-up article once
Chuck’s restoration of his car is completed in early 2015.
We are
experienced
home garage
mechanics,
but are by
no means
experts on
the MGC or
other aspects
of auto restoration. We
hope that
this article
provides an
example for
experts to

critique, and an experience to encourage others who are new to British car
restoration to take on what appear to
be daunting projects at the start. In
addition to installing the new axles,
we also replaced all the front bushings with polyurethane replacements,
removed and refurbished the torsion
rods and associated hardware, rebuilt
the disc calipers, installed new rotors,
and installed a Quick Rack upgrade for
the steering rack.
We will review the steps we took
to remove the existing suspension,
how we prepared for the installation,
and how we went about installing the
kit as supplied by the MGOC.

Removing the Front Suspension

The hardest part of the process is
likely to be the removal of the existing
suspension. This particular car was
purchased from an owner in Florida,
where it had been in storage for many
years. Repeated cycles of warm and
cold weather, coupled with salt air,
resulted in corrosion welding of many
parts. This required repeated usage of
penetrating oil and heat (MAPP gas
torch), and in the end cutting of some
parts. The choice of cutting must be
carefully considered, as most of the
suspension parts
are re-used in the
installation. The
upper A-arms
and the kingpin
itself are the only
exceptions.
The front
suspension must
be completely
removed from the
vehicle in order
to install the new
axles. The torsion
bars may be left
in place, but

Pulling the grease cap – Arkansas method.
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Kit: Part 1 Installation

Chuck Mosher and Chuck Shearer
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Swivel axle assembly after removal.

they will need to be “unwound” to the
relaxed position, and then “rewound”
back to the pre-stressed condition
upon installation. In our procedure,
we removed and reconditioned the
torsion bars and associated mounting
hardware as well. Some may wish to
consider installing larger torsion bars
as part of their project. In this case, we
elected to use the stock torsion bars in
conjunction with up-rated 7/8” front
and standard 3/4” rear sway bars.
The MGC Shop Manual is, of
course, the base reference for removal.
We followed the steps described in
sections 10.B1 to 10.B10 for removal of
all front suspension parts. We started
with the car on jack stands. The first
obstacle was the grease caps that cover
the main axle nut. I didn’t have a puller we could configure to fit the available space in the hole. My pal Shearer,
a veteran Arkansas back-woods body
shop man, configured a puller that
consisted of a logging chain attached

Right side all removed but front lower arm.

to the bolt on the end of the cap. A
good towel-snap action removed this
first obstacle. In hindsight, we could
have attached a slide hammer just as
easily, but that wouldn’t have been as
creative.
The majority of the difficulties we
encountered were in Section 10.B7 of
the workshop manual. Only a few of
the nuts and almost none of the bolts
could be removed without penetrating
oil, heat, and impact wrenches. We
were able to remove the entire assembly by removing the bolts holding the
upper pivot arm to the body and the
bottom swivel pin.
We then did what we had to do
to cut or remove the remaining bolts.
In the end, we had to cut the top
front arm and the anti-roll bar link to
remove the stub axle from the arms.
The kit includes the top arms, but we
had to replace the anti-roll bar links,
which needed renewal anyway. The
MGOC also supplies a kit to replace
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Kit assembled on floor – including new shocks and poly bushings.

site. Subsequent communication with
the designer at the MGOC implied
that installation instructions were
available, but at the time of this article
we did not have this information available.
The parts list and figure (other
than the A-B error) were sufficient for
us to determine how assembly should

proceed. Kit as received, included
figure illustrating parts and configuration. We laid the full set of parts out,
including torsion bars, poly bushings,
new shocks, and upgraded anti-roll
bar, as an aid to visualizing how everything would go together. Kit assembled
on floor – including new shocks and
poly bushings.
The tang that is added to the bottom of the stub axel is the only “new”
element added into the suspension.

Kit as received, included figure illustrating parts and configuration.

these links with ball joints as well, but
we did not elect to take that step at this
time. Disassembly is complete when
you have everything removed but the
lower front arm.

Installing the New Axle

Purchase of the kit from the
MGOC requires returning a set of
usable stub axles. In our case, we were
able to remove the stub axles without
damage, so we had a suitable set for
exchange. We were unable to remove
36

the kingpins, so we just shipped the
stub axel including the pins. The kit
we received in exchange contained the
parts needed for installation, along
with a picture describing the contents
and part orientation. The only error
in this figure is the orientation of the
upper arms A and B, they must be reversed (B towards the front, A towards
the rear) to set camber correctly. This
was the only documentation received
with the kit, and no further information was available on the MGOC web
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Right side parts ready to go in.

Correct orientation of right side upper arms.
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Compression applied for assembly.

Assembled lower arms.

Special tools for fulcrum pin.

This tang fits between the lower arms,
and increases the separation of the
arms by about 1/4 inch. This requires
spacers between the other parts of the

lower arm pair, and a longer fulcrum
pin – you cannot re-use the original
pins. Right side parts ready to go in
correct orientation of right side upper

Lower arm damper and pin bolts.
38

Damper and lower pin bolts installed.
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Damper and lower pin bolts installed.

Cut-on dust shield for lower ball joint.

Side view of clearance.

arms. The figure with parts on the
floor shows the incorrect orientation
of the upper arms. After installation, it
was clear that there would be excessive
camber in this orientation. The correct
orientation after installation of the
upper pivot bracket and upper arms
is shown on the right. If you compare
your old upper arms to the new ones, it
will be clear what the correct orientation is.
The first step in installation is
to re-assemble the lower arms using

the new longer inner fulcrum pins.
The assembled lower arms are shown
below, you can see the spacers clearly
that make room for the “tang” on the
new stub axle. The workshop manual
suggests using Special Tools 18G-1121
and 18G-1121A to replace the fulcrum
pin bushes, but you can use our Special
Tools O4-A-2L and IM2-OL-4U and
shown in the adjacent figure, instead.
The upper pivot bracket and upper
arms are replaced as described in the
workshop manual. With new arms and
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pression, making sure
bushings, you may
we seated the damper
find that you need
rod properly, completadditional washers
ing the hardest part of
in order to place the
the installation.
pivot arm bolts apAfter removing
propriately for insertthe straps, we had the
ing the cotter pins.
set-up shown on the
You are now ready to
right. After re-instalmount the stub axle
lation of steering rack,
and ball-joint assemtie bars, anti-roll bar,
bly. The front damper
and steering links, we
(shock) is installed at
were ready to replace
the same time. Two
the rotors and disk
important bolts from
brakes. We found that
the MGOC kit are
there was insufficient
used, shown below.
clearance at the lower
The left is the “damper
Completed cut-out using Dremel tool.
arm to replace the
securing bolt and
dust shield. MGOC
collar” and the right is
recommends discarding them, but
the “lower arm bottom pin”. Note that
we elected to create an opening in the
the bolt and spacer for the damper are
shield to accommodate the lower ball
new, but the old collar is re-used. Keep
joint. Our cuts and installed results are
track of these, as they are hard to find
shown in the photos below.
and replace!
Installing the hubs with new roThe lower arm bottom pin has a
tors and bearings took quite a while,
hex head for holding the bolt while
as we did not have a complete set of
applying the recommended 120 ft-lb
the shims needed to
torque. You will
adjust the clearance
likely need a pipe
between bearings
or other extender
and races. Be sure
for the hex wrench
you have a full set
in order to hold the
before you take on
bolt in place while
this task!
applying torque.
Part Two of this
Next, the upper ball
article will cover our
joint and shims are
experiences in setassembled with the
ting the ride height
upper A-arm brackand alignment once
ets. With the enthe engine and
gine was out of the
transmission are
car, we did not have
installed. For the
sufficient weight to
MGOC ball joint
twist the lower arm
axle, camber is set in
so bolts could be
the same fashion as
inserted. We used
the kingpin axle via
a pair of “comeshims behind the
along” straps to
pivot arms. Castor is
compress the arms
adjusted by moving
to the point where
the shims on the top
the upper arm bolts With rotor, brakes, and hub.
A-arms from front to
and shims could
back or vice versa. We look forward to
be inserted. We loosened the bumper
stop and looped the straps between the sharing our next experience with you!
bumper and the body to apply com40
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MG Cylinder Head Refurbishment
Article and images provided By John Rogers

Ceramic coated manifolds and heatshield.

L

ike many items on a MG that
should be considered for refurbishment, one of them is the
cylinder head for the use of today’s
fuel. This is not a difficult undertaking
for the DIY enthusiast like me. Basic
tools including a Torque wrench and
a shop manual for your particular MG
are recommended. There are a number
of ways to do this job; the following is
a short synopsis of how I accomplished
this on my MGC.
To start, I use the bag and label
method of keeping the nuts and bolts
together as well as labeling and diagraming parts for the re-installation.
Work needs to be done underneath the
car as well as from the engine bays top.
Utilizing jack stands, I place my car in
one of my garage bays so that the car
can be jacked up and left there for a
few weeks while parts are ordered or at
the machine shop. Disconnecting the
battery before working on your car is
a good habit to get into; I’ve installed
battery disconnect switches in all of
my MGs so switching it to off is easy.
I like doing the underneath
disassembly first. The exhaust system
needs to be unbolted from the exhaust
manifold. Don’t be surprised if these

42
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studs break as they are usually corroded, the studs can be replaced in the
manifold. By taking the center exhaust
support loose, you should be able to let
the system down at the front and rest
on the ground so it will be out of the
way. The coolant system needs to be
drained; removing the lower radiator
hose is an easy way to accomplish this
with a catch pan underneath.
Now moving up to the top-side,
remove the upper radiator hose,
thermostat housing, and temperature
gauge sending unit and label the wire.
Working from the left fender, remove
the air cleaner assembly to gain access
to the carburetors. It’s a good time to
label all the vacuum hoses, fuel lines,
heater hoses, throttle cable, choke cable, and any electrical wires connecting to the head or carburetors. Make
a couple of diagrams of how they are
hooked up to make reassembly easy.
Next remove the carburetors from
the intake manifold; you will need to
remove the labeled fuel line, cables,
and hoses to do this. Unbolt all the carburetor mounting nuts and then slide
both carburetors off together leaving
the linkage in place, storing them out
of the way.
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Clean the block surface.

The heat shield will need to be
removed to gain access to the manifold
mounting nuts. Remove both manifolds by loosening the nuts and sliding
them towards the fender until they
clear the mounting studs. Heater hoses
need to be loosened and removed if
they connect to the head in any way.
Label each spark plug wire and remove
the spark plugs leaving the distributor alone. Pull the valve cover and
loosen the rocker shaft for removal. It
is best to loosen these bolts a little at a
time so no binding occurs. Pull up the
pushrods slowly so you don’t pull the
tappet out of its bore and label each
pushrod so it can be reassembled in
the same tappet location. The head
nuts are next to be loosened and
bagged with the washers. Carefully
separate the head from the block and
pull straight up to clear the studs.
Take the head to a qualified
machine shop. When shopping for a
qualified machine shop, ask other MG
owners who they recommend in your
area and make sure they have done
work on British engines in the past.
Tell them you want your MG head
refurbished for today’s fuels. They will
inspect the head and tell you what
needs to be done. The shop will either
supply the needed parts or give you
a list for you to supply them with the
parts. On the MGC and Midget heads,
the combustion chamber forms a heart
shape around the valves which comes
to a point. This point causes a hot spot
44

which promotes pinging. It is recommended in a BMC service manual to
round this point down by 1/8”-3/16”,
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Cumbution chamber point relief to prevent pinging.

see picture. When I asked my machine
shop to do this modification to my
head, they actually showed me the
service book with this recommendation in it.
While your head is at the machine
shop, it’s a time to prepare for the reassembly. I like to clean the block surface
by scraping it clean with a sharp edged
putty knife about 1” wide, then I pull
the studs and clean them up with a
wire wheel in my drill press. I reinstall
the stud just snug in the block, not
overly tight. This is also a good time to
clean the rocker shaft. Disassemble it
and use the wire wheel again for this,
making sure to keep everything in the
exact order and reassemble it that way.
Another consideration might be to get
the manifolds Ceramic Coated while
they are off and to order the parts
needed for the reassembly. Most suppliers have a top end Gasket set. Payen
brand was recommended to me for the
head gasket, so I choose their set. I like
to replace the manifold mounting nuts
and the exhaust nuts, these are supplied in brass. I also like to install new
spark plugs and coolant.
Reassembly is basically the reverse
of what has already been done, but
usually much easier and cleaner. Place
the head gasket correctly in place atop
the block. Lower the head down onto
the block. Install the push rods back
into the tappets then install the rocker
assembly into place. Now the head
nuts need to be started and torqued to

specification by sequences found in
the manual. The rocker shaft assembly also needs to be torqued down to
specification and the valves adjusted.
Consult the manual to adjust the
valves as there is a sequence for the different MG models. I like to pour about
a half quart of oil along the rocker assembly at this point of the re-assembly.
Install the valve cover. It is best to use
a sealant on the gasket to cover surface
leaving the head to gasket surface
dry. Both manifolds will need to be
installed together utilizing a new gasket and mounting nuts. Trying to use
a torque wrench on these nuts in my
experience is impossible on the MGC.
Tighten them by hand feel, keeping
in mind they do need to be very tight.
Before remounting the carburetors,
it’s a little easier to hook the exhaust
back up. Use new donut gaskets and
nuts and tighten them a little at a time
using even pressure on the gasket surfaces. The heat shield and carburetors
are next, and then reattach the cables,
fuel lines, vacuum, and heater hoses. It
is a good time to consult the diagrams
made during dis-assembly.
Install the temperature gauge
sending unit; a little plumbers Teflon
tape on the treads works good, and
attach the wire. I usually install a
new thermostat at this point, so bolt
down the thermostat housing. With
the thermostat housing mounted the
radiator hoses can be put back on. Gap
the new spark plugs and install them,
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Basic MG: The Basics

Article and images provided By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

I

Head reinstalled with Rocker assembly.

hooking up the plug wires. The last
things left now are the air-cleaner assembly and adding coolant to the cooling system. Make a visual inspection
to make sure nothing was overlooked
and everything is tightened properly.
Before starting the car I change
the engine oil. Start it up and let it idle
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while you observe and check the work
performed. It’s a good idea to check
the distributor timing although my
own experience has been no adjustment has been needed. After a few heat
cycles, or about 500 miles, I re-torque
the head nuts and recheck the valve
adjustment. Job complete!
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don’t like being told I can’t
do things. I never have. It is
said I take after my maternal
grandfather, a man I never met,
but as I learn things about him
I realize it is probably true. He
was a mechanic, a pilot, and
an inventor, but he also wasn’t
very present in my mother’s
life, and I’m certain I am different in that respect. I’m not
at all like my father, except for
a shared passion for writing. In
fact, I can’t tell you the number
of times my father has walked
by one of my projects, looked
at the parts strewn about and
the pages of notes delineating the parts that need to be
purchased or repaired and has
said, “You’ll never get that back
together” before exiting for his
Diane checking oil prior to an oil change on Maggie.
own pursuits. This has been
going on since I fixed the three
if I didn’t pack the beer my father
speed shifter mechanism for my bike
would buy some, but if I left out the
when I was eight.
soda, it would be Kool-Aid for us kids
As a child, I was pretty good at
for two weeks. You can guess which
organizing things, and eventually it
I chose, and my brothers and sisters
fell on me to arrange the load in the
thanked me later; although the case of
family travel trailer in preparation
Pfeifer did go skunky in the hot garage
for a trip. My father would work at his
where I stashed it prior to closing up
business on the morning of departure
the trailer. It was an interesting but inand show up about noon, hitch up the
structive conversation with my father
trailer, throw the six kids like so much
that first night’s stop in South Dakota,
cord wood in the back of the car, and
but I did notice he bought some beer
we would take off. I knew intuitively
and a cooler, to which I promptly
that we needed tongue load, and that
added a few soda bottles.
the tires needed to be checked and the
I’m going to bet that you don’t
bearings recently greased. In the time
like
to
be told ‘don’t do that’ or ‘you
our family traveled with me monitorcan’t do that’ either but I also want to
ing these things we never lost a bearconvey some important truisms for
ing, tire, or brake on the trailer.
dealing with our little British cars, so
When I was eleven and we were
here is a positive list of things you can
about to depart for two weeks in Wyodo to keep you and your dedicated
ming with a particularly bulky load, it
little automobile happy.
came down to finding space for a case
Do check the fluids often. Some
of Pfeifer beer or a case of Holiday soda
of
our
best clues on how our cars are
as there was not room for both. I knew
feeling can be ascertained by inspectThe MG Driver • January February 2015
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ing the quality and the quantity of the
fluids protecting our engine, driveline,
and brake and clutch hydraulics. The
correct fluid, clean and in the correct quantity will protect the systems
from deterioration caused by dirt,
moisture and acids which are the three
detriments I keep discussing in these
articles. In the case of the brake and
clutch systems, not only are the fluids
used to protect the metals, but they
also are the force transfer medium
which makes the system work.
For our engines, we need a quality
20W 50 oil with additives to promote
cleanliness and about 1200 parts per
million (ppm) of zinc dialyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) to protect our flat
lifters. ZDDP has been phased out of
modern oils in favor of preserving the
catalytic converters, but there are good
oils out there that have great detergent
packages and ZDDP, one that comes
to mind is Valvoline VR-1. When you
check your oil, do so on a level surface
when cold, or as the last thing you do
before starting your car after a fill-up.
Add a quart when you are below the
add mark. Dark oil is not indicative
of a problem; it just means the oil is
doing its job. But oil that has been
in place for longer than about 4,000
miles should be changed because the
additive package will need renewing and the acids and dirt should be
purged. You can safely leave the old
oil in the oil cooler, as the new oil will
more than restore and make up for its
presence. As for pressure, as long as
you show at least one psi for every 100
rpm on the tachometer when warm,
you are fine.
Do renew the coolant every two
years; you can check the coolant
recovery bottle on cars so equipped,
or you can open the radiator cap when
cold on cars which simply spill on the
ground when overfilled. Once you
learn what the regular level of coolant looks like, resist the temptation
to add any more, just monitor the
level. Every two years drain and flush
the cooling system. Our cars like the
green ethylene glycol anti-freeze and
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distilled water (the water is available at
the grocery for a buck a gallon.)
Do check the differential fluid and
gearbox fluid. It isn’t difficult to jack
up the car and place it on four stands
at the main rails just inside the wheel
base. From there you can comfortably
crawl underneath and add or change
the fluids. Look for 80w 90 hypoid
gear oil of GL-4 specification (low sulfur) in the differential, to protect the
yellow (brass) shims in the differential;
while motor oil is suitable for the gearbox. Many people advocate straight
30w non-detergent oil for the gearbox,
especially with overdrive, but at the
end of its run, the MGB was coming
out with hypoid gear oil in the box as
well; as for the Midget, once it got the
single rail gearbox common with the
Spitfire, hypoid gear oil was approved
there too. An interesting note is that
gear oil is rated differently from motor
oil in viscosity, so 80w gear oil is similar in pour to 40w motor oil. If you are
one of the lucky with the top dipstick
for your gearbox, an auto parts store
will have a pump you can put on your
oil bottle to make filling it easier. This
is also a good time to lubricate your
suspension and U-joints with grease.
Do bleed the brakes and clutch
hydraulic systems every two years if
using DOT 3; not so much if you are
using DOT 5. But check the reservoir
quantity in between times anyway,
and add if you are getting low. The
wear of the linings will cause the
wheel cylinders to displace and require
more fluid. Our cars have a leak detection feature (under the pedal box
ledge) commonly known as the front
carpeting, and if you spot fluid there,
or it feels slippery, investigate the
cause. You probably have a leaky brake
or clutch master cylinder. It is good
practice to rebuild or replace the clutch
master, the clutch slave and the clutch
slave hose all at the same time if one
of these components has failed as the
other two components will often fail
shortly after in sympathy.
Do inspect the brakes. Speaking
of brakes, it doesn’t hurt to remove the
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sure say what the compression ratio is.
wheels once a year and take a good
Anything up to about 9.5:1 compreslook at the brake hoses and brake disks
sion ratio can probably manage on 87
and pads in the front; and to examine
octane regular. Make sure your engine
the rear brakes for signs of leakage of
timing is also set to give 32 degrees
axle fluid into the linings. If the back
all in at maximum advance, with the
side of the rear wheels shows an oily
vacuum advance disconnected and
fluid radiating outwards, you will
plugged.
want to investigate further. You need
The other area of concern of our
to also apply the hand brake once in a
fuel systems is oxygenated (alcohol
while, and lube its cable while the car
laced) fuels. Up to 10% ethanol is
is up in the air. If it takes more than
pretty common
three clicks,
in unleaded fuels
adjust the rear
today. Modern
brakes by turnfuels also need to
ing the adjuster
be slightly higher
on the rear
in the jet in the
wheel backing
carburetor (a
plate with a
higher fuel level
1/4-inch square
in the float bowl)
drive socket
and they have less
until the wheel
lubricity (the abilwon’t turn, and
ity to leave a trace
then backing
of petroleum
the adjuster
behind to protect
off one or two
and lubricate
clicks. You will
the fuel system
find your hand
components and
brake lever now
upper cylinder
requires less
area) and they
travel, and if you
are able to absorb
can still adjust
moisture (creatyour rear brakes,
ing the environyour shoes or
ment for nasty,
linings still have
sticky green
life in them.
organic growths).
If this doesn’t
We have an ally
completely adin this battle, we
dress the clicks,
there is a small The pump bottle for filling the gearbox on our 1970 can add a bit of
SeaFoam to our
brass nut up in
MGB.
fuel tanks during
the propshaft
the season every
tunnel that will
1,000 miles or so, and we can stabilize
solve the problem.
our fuel for long term storage with
Do protect your fuel system and
SeaFoam or Sta-Bil. When you stabilize
your wallet, only use the grade of
your fuel at the end of the season, do
gas that is required to prevent pingso as you fill the tank as a full tank will
ing, or knocking, while accelerating
allow less condensation to form. Also,
under load (i.e. in a higher gear from
drive the car about 10 miles to distribabout 2,000 rpm to about 4,000 rpm),
ute the stabilizer, and finally let the car
any higher grade of fuel is a waste of
sleep unmolested and without starting
money. You should probably try this
test if you are not the original owner of it until the next spring.
One additional thought about fuel
your car and you didn’t supervise the
systems; inspect it for leaks around
engine rebuilding and you can’t for
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any filters, and especially, check for
leaks under the fuel bowl if you have
a single Zenith Stromberg carburetor.
The ZS carburetors are used on many
cars with catalytic convertors, and the
convertor is much hotter in use than a
normal exhaust manifold. Quite a few
MGs have suffered avoidable engine
fires because of a lack of attention in
this area.
Do feed the vinyl and leather on
your car. We have a lot of vinyl and
maybe leather on our cars, we need to
remember to feed the vinyl and leather
to promote the long molecule chains
which provide flexibility and inhibit
cracking. There are various treatments
available, choose a good one and use
it, but it won’t be Armor All… sorry.
Find a treatment that doesn’t leave
a residue behind. When folding the
top, make sure the fasteners are all
unsnapped, and that the top is pulled
well back from the sticks, or folded and
stowed if you have the removable stick
type of hood. Folding is as simple as
not putting a crease in the clear vinyl
windows. Novus makes a good series
of products to clean and protect these
types of windows. Always air out the
car if it is damp, sunlight and warmth
is a great mildew protector. If your car
is stored in a cold environment, treat
the soft top before storage and then
avoid moving or folding it when it is
cold.
Do monitor and protect your tires.
This is a little harder because most of
the tire cleaners are display products,
not rejuvenation products. One good
thing about the neglect of the tires
on the travel trailer by my father is
that it meant that the tires rarely got
old enough to go out of date. Once
we started monitoring the tire pressures and assuring the decent wear
pattern, we had to start monitoring
the dates of the tires as well, as it isn’t
smart to go tooling about on aged tires.
Tire manufacturers would have you
change them at seven year intervals,
but a properly stored tire (and car)
with less UV and ozone exposure will
easily go ten years. You can follow the
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manufacturers’ recommendations to
be safe. When you are heavily loaded,
it doesn’t hurt to add four psi to the
tires to help carry the weight. Leather
interiors and big people can easily
exceed the safe load limit of 400 lbs of
payload. When lightly loaded I like to
run about 28 psi on the front tires and
30 psi on the rears. But you can experiment with your own pressures. On a
trip I add the four psi I mentioned, and
let it out while at my destination, and
add some again for the trip home.
When changing a tire, use the
original jack if you must and if you
trust your jacking point; or invest in
a small scissor jack for the suspension
points if it makes you feel better. RoStyle wheels (and wire wheels using the
available-from-the-usual-suspects ginormous wrench) should be loosened
before you put the car on the jack; wire
wheels should be loosened after the
car is on the jack if you are striking the
nut and adapter with a hammer.
Do learn a little about your electrical systems. Electrical systems are fun
and entertaining if you are into that
kind of thing, but they also fall under
the realm of ‘invisible gremlins’ to
many. An evening spent with a good
wiring diagram, such as those from
Advanced AutoWire on line, can help
clear the fog. These systems are a
mystery because we can’t see the electrons flowing until we release them
by creating a short; and the resulting
sparks, wire melting and damage to
the later cars’ various diodes (one way
electrical check valves) and the like
can be depressing. So starting near the
back of the car, open the rear battery(s)
cover and mark the battery cables for
polarity. MG used a heavy black cable
to go forward to the starter, and many
aftermarket installers have put one of
the short red cables from the battery to
the battery ground on the body, so you
cannot trust the colors of the cables. Be
proactive and make some clear marks
as the plus or minus sides of your battery and cables, whether you are positive ground or negative ground. A lot
of people have roasted their systems
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during a jump start and knowing more acceptable for less than total concentration and immersion situations.
about this is helpful. If you do jump
However the other hand should rest
a positive ground car with a negative
elsewhere than the gear shift knob.
ground car, you still go from plus to
Why you ask? The gear shift knob is
plus and minus to minus, but make
directly connected to the shifting rails
sure the bumpers aren’t touching!
which are connected to the shifting
Another hint is to carry extra fuses
forks. The forks are machined to exactwith you.
ing tolerances, and are pretty hard,
There is space for two extra fuses
as they move the sliding hubs back
under the four fuse system cover and
and forth to engage one set of gears or
on the fuse holder on two fuse cars.
another. Resting a hand on the gear
The British fuses are rated on their
shift knob puts pressure on the forks,
blowing capacity, and American fuses
and instead of floating along on their
on their carrying capacity, which is
own finding their clearance positions,
half the blowing capacity. Remember
they start to ride
that fuses do not
against the slidprotect the coming hubs, wearponents on the
ing your shifting
car; rather they
forks and your
protect the wiring
hubs. Do your
should its insulagearbox a favor,
tion or their
and rest your
components fail.
hand elsewhere.
Finally, make sure
Do use the
your bulbs are in
clutch only
good order and
for changing
your brake lights
gears. A similar
work. If your
argument can
signal lights seem
be made for the
dodgy, keep in
Identifying the positive and negative terminals at
clutch pedal.
mind the power the battery may save a lot of heartache later. You
goes first through can see the ground (negative on the 1970 MGB) and The neutral
position of the
the emergency
at the bottom of the picture, the hot wire (positive)
gear shift lever
flasher switch, a snaking forward to the starter. After I installed the
is your friend
device we rarely
battery, I marked the cables (+) and (-) to be clear.
at stop lights,
exercise. If you
waiting for your
have a sudden
spouse in front of the restaurant, and
failure of the turn signals, flip the
especially when letting the car warm
flasher switch about 25 times. This
for a touch in the late fall or early
action may clean the contacts and
spring. The reason is that the throw
restore operation to the turn signals.
out bearing is only in contact with the
Finally, examine your wiring and
pressure plate (which is always turning
repair or replace any that appear to be
when the engine is running) when
chafing through. A Good hint when
the clutch is depressed. This is the
working close to the electrical system,
only time that wear to the carbon face
or close to the starter when changing
of the throw out bearing can occur.
the oil: consider disconnecting the
Since our goal is to make the throw
battery.
out bearing last the life of the clutch
Do rest your hand elsewhere
facing, we need to lay off the clutch
than the shifting knob. When drivwhen stopped and only use it for
ing along, leaning back in your seat,
engaging gears. A side benefit is that
with not a care in the world, it is posleaving the car in neutral allows the
sible one may only have one hand on
crankshaft to float along in a neutral
the steering wheel. Fine, that is very
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position against the thrust washers,
something very important in the 1500
Midget because it has a much harder,
actual bearing style throw out bearing,
and somewhat under designed thrust
washers. So select neutral and take
your foot off the clutch whenever you
are stopped.
If you do have a 1500 Midget,
force the crankshaft fully full aft with
a pry bar, and then have someone
depress the clutch. The crankshaft
pulley will move forward a very small
amount, certainly less than a hundredth of an inch. If it moves much
more forward than your thrust washers are toast, and the engine should
come apart for inspection before the
crank journals start to excessively wear
with the main bearing caps.
Do start carefully on a hill. Speaking of clutches, here is a neat trick for
starting on a hill, either in reverse or
going forward. This method will help
prevent rolling backwards (or forward)
and trading paint with a car or post
close to you. Remember that hand
brake adjustment we had you do a few
paragraphs ago? We are going to test it
now. With your engine started, the car
in neutral and your foot on the brake
pedal preventing the MG from rolling;
engage the hand brake, but keep your
thumb on the button if you have an
MGB or MGC, or not on the button
for a MGA or T-Series. Either way, your
hand brake lever is now a modulation
device to assist you in getting going.
Simply take your foot off the brake and
apply the clutch and select a gear, as
appropriate. Now, apply throttle and
ease off the clutch. As you feel the car
start to fight against the hand brake,
slowly lower the hand brake handle as
you release the clutch. The start will be
smooth, and gravity won’t roll you in
the unintended direction.
Do cancel your turn signals. Turn
signal canceling is one of the common sources of jokes in an MG. It is so
common that holding your hand in
the air while following another MG
and ‘blinking’ your fingers against
your thumb is the universal symbol for
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“your blinker is on, switch it off.” The
MG turn signal cancelling cam in the
steering column operates on a larger
arc than we are used to. The flasher
cans are too quiet to hear in an open
car (and perhaps we have all gone a
bit deaf over the years) and the lights
on the dash are small, dim, and if you
have a 14-inch wheel, completely hidden. Here is the hint: Always double
check your turn signals. A quick flip
up and then down will verify the
center position of the switch, and the
flash that may occur in the process is
much preferred over traveling for ten
miles as Diane and I did today with the
right signal flashing.
For our final tip, do be good to
your engine. Does your engine run
on slightly when switching it off? Do
you sometimes smell a carbon trace as
you are accelerating? You probably are
building up carbon in your cylinder
head, creating hot spots which can
ignite the fuel air mix under pressure.
After switching off the ignition, the
action of the engine pumping will
continue to feed in an air/fuel mix and
your engine will run on very roughly
until it stops. John Twist says the head
of the MGB is particularly susceptible
to running on, so you aren’t alone.
You can dump the clutch while in gear,
which will stop the engine, or you may
have a later car with an oil pressure
activated switch that starves the fuel
bowls of air causing the fuel not to
be drawn into the airstream; but the
easiest way is to avoid the carbon build
up in the first place. One of the biggest
contributors to carbon is incomplete
combustion, which can happen at low
RPMs under load with high air flow
requirements. So here is the hint, stay
above 2,500 rpm for cruising, and engage overdrive at speeds greater than
60 mph. What the heck, it’s more fun
to shift at 4,000 rpm anyway, which
will definitely keep you out of the
dreaded low rpm range. This isn’t your
father’s Oldsmobile, designed for pulling a trailer; it’s your MG. Your engine
will thank you.
Safety Fast!
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Building a Works Replica

Article and images provided By Bob Shaw, Her Majesty’s Royal Nebraska Patrol

Bob, in his first MG, a 1963 MGB in 1970.

F

olks from Nebraska tend to be
some of the nicest people you will
ever meet. I know that may sound
a bit self-serving, and I do apologize
if it sounds a little arrogant, but that
is the reputation of most Nebraskans
when we come into contact with
those from other locations. But we
have a slightly dark side as well. It may
be found in the unofficial motto of
the state, at least according to Roger
Welsch, who states that the unofficial
motto of the state of Nebraska is “ThehellIcant!” As in “you can’t grow blue
grass on that plot of rock and clay!”
“Thehellicant!”
It is true that Nebraskans are possessed of considerable determination.
It may be a part out ethnic heritage,
or a remainder of our pioneer spirit;
it was less than 100 years ago that
residents were still considered to be
pioneers and there are still several who
remember personally knowing at least
one such pioneer forbearer. No matter
the cause, we are known to make a decision and then ride that horse forever
and sometimes forever means we ride
that same horse at least six feet into
the ground.
It is this line of contrarianism

that prevented me owning the type
of car that a club I belong to was built
around. I am a member of an Austin
Healey Club, and I politely but firmly
refused to purchase an Austin Healey.
And for years I have been a member
of NAMGBR, but I did not personally
own an MGB. My former wife has
an MGB/GT which I bought her for
her 34th birthday, but that was her
car, not mine. I had an MGA that Jim
Danielson says in an MG in body only,
with the rest being modified MGB of
various vintages, and an MGC/GT that
had once been owned by Ben Anderson, but no MGB.
I had several pass into my hands
over the years. And I passed them on.
The last two that came my way were
given to the oldest son of one of my
best friends from high school and my
stepson. I had to give the car to my
friend’s son. He was speaking of buying a Triumph, and he needed saving!
My stepson was just me being a good
parent.
It all changed a year ago. The
MGC Registry became a part of
NAMGBR. It may have been by default,
but I now owned a car that was the
make and model of a club I belonged
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to. The proverbial horse had left the
barn, so there was no reason that I
could not own the sports car I fell in
love with back in 1969 – a 1963 MGB.
So the proper car was located. It was
not pristine, but it was a car that had
good bones, was in need of center
and outer rocker panels, of one right
hand rear spring pan, and new floors.
Oh, it needs a new drive train as well.
It currently has a Datsun engine and
4-speed transmission. But there was a
lot to work with. And I did have a ’65
parts car that had an engine and other
parts I could use. You know, take two
and make one; one sacrificed so that
another may live on.
One look at the car in its current
condition, and I remember why I fell
in love with its sibling 44 years ago. It
was not the first sports car I owned.
The first was a 1961 TR3A. It had a
wonderful exhaust note, a torquey engine, and a cowl that shook like an out
of balance blender. It was rough, crude
and had a nasty oversteer, but it was
wonderful in its own way. The MGB
was quite different from the TR3A.
Rather than being a body on frame, it
was a modern unibody design, complete with a brace running from the
cowl to the transmission tunnel and
crush zones. It was a solid car. It had
roll up windows and the heater worked

pretty well until the temperature got
below 20 degrees. I used to tell young
women I was taking on a first date to
dress warmly.
The first MGB in my life was Iris
Blue with Chrome wire wheels. It
had a navy interior with lighter blue
piping. I loved that car, as did the
women in my life (not a small matter
for an undergraduate male). I have a
photo of that car taken right after I had
repainted it medium blue metallic. It
hangs upstairs. The driver is a young
fellow with dark hair and a full beard,
who looks vaguely familiar. For a time
I thought it would be fun to try and
replicate that car with the current ’63
MGB. I think there is always a temptation to try and recapture the undergraduate years which were, for many,
the most fun filled and carefree years
of our lives. But, as Tom Wolfe has
reminded us, “you cannot go home
again”. That young fellow was no
more. There would have to be another
plan.
The new plan came when I was
sitting at the coffee table watching
mindless television, drinking the first
late’ of the morning, and thumbing
through a coffee table book on MGs.
There before me was a photograph of
one of the early MGB Works race/rally
cars. They were striking cars – white

Works Car DRX 255 C.
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The Current ‘63 MGB project car.

tops with a vent toward the rear, red
bodies, and wire knock off wheels
which were later replaced with Minilite alloys. The legend has it that they
were painted in that livery as a result
of an experience in the Mille Miglia,
where team principals noticed that the
railroad crossing arms were always up
for red cars (presumably Italian cars),
but were down for cars of other colors.
These cars were relatively successful
race cars as well. They had several class
wins in major races around the world,
and were also very potent rides in
many rallies.

“Bob, you can’t turn that into a
Works car replica”. “ThehellIcan’t”.
There will be some modifications on
the ’63. It will be running a 5-main
engine. It will either have a Laycock
overdrive or a 5-speed conversion, it
will be running HS6 SU carburetors, it
will have a roll bar, and quite possibly
rally timers (stop watches) mounted
on the dash. There will be a dual braking system from a newer MGB on the
car to make it safer for the occasional
track day. It will have Fiero seats in it,
partly because I have them and partly
because they have great support. This
is no small consideration for a driver with
a sixty-something
frame. And it will
have that top vent.
It is cool and simply
must be included.
So I have relented. I now own
an MGB as well as
an MGC-GT. But
this only goes so far.
There are no plans for
a Midget or an MG
1100.
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Changing or Repacking Front Wheel Bearings

IL LUS T R AT ION: BGA S T UDIOS.COM
TECHNIC AL DR AWING: MOSS MOTORS, INC

Article and images provided By

I

’m not sure why it took me so long
to learn this; but after many years
of driving MGBs, and with the help
of Rick Mills, I finally took the time to
figure out the proper way to change
or repack the front wheel bearings on
my MGB. I know there’s three kinds
of people in our club that read these
articles:
1) The kind that already knows this
and thinks I’m stupid for writing
about it.
2) The kind that don’t like to work
on their cars and wouldn’t do it even
if they knew how.
3) The kind that would like to know
more about it and might tackle the
job if they understood it better.
This article is intended for people of
the third kind.
When you look an exploded
drawing of the parts associated with
the front swivel axle and the front
wheel bearings, they list different size
shims available; but they don’t say
what you’re shimming or for what
purpose. The maintenance manuals I
read weren’t too clear about it either. I
had always just been lazy and put back
whatever shims were in it when I took
it apart as if whoever did it before knew
what they were doing. WRONG!
56
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What a bad assumption! First, I’ll tell
you my shimming epiphany, then I’ll
offer some tips.
Starting from the inside and going
out, the bearing “system” consists of
an oil seal collar, the oil seal, the inner
bearing, the bearing spacer, the shims,
the outer bearing, a retaining washer,
the castle nut, the split pin to keep the
castle nut from turning, and the grease
cap. The inner and outer bearings are
not round ball bearings with an inner
and outer race like you may have seen;
they’re tapered bearings with cylindrical “rollers”. The outer race is formed
by machined surfaces on the hubs that
form a “V” shape, and the inner race
is formed by the spindle. My epiphany
was that I didn’t realize the shimming
set the size of the matching “V” shape
formed by the bearing system on the
spindle. When correctly shimmed
(spaced), the castle nut torques firmly,
but not against the rollers, and the hub
rolls freely on the bearings without
excessive wheel end play or binding.
Here are some tips:
Pack the bearings with fresh
grease, even new ones. It’s not enough
to smear grease on the sides, you need
to press or “pack” the grease through
one side until it comes out the other.
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Mechanical images by
You WILL get greasy doing this job.
Don’t try to avoid it; embrace the
grease. It will wash off.
Start with too many shims, and
reduce down to get the right fit. With
too many, the nut will tighten, but
you’ll feel undesirable end play. With
too few, you could bind, and damage
the bearings before the nut tightens.
Mine took about .060” of shims.
Have an assortment of shims to
start; it makes the job easier. They’re
not expensive, and they don’t go bad.
You could even return unused ones.
Save any used/replaced ones. They
could help next time.
Torque the castle nut to 40-70
ft-lbs. Line up a slot in the nut with the
hole in the spindle for the split pin.
If it just won’t line up, you can shim
between the outside of the bearing
and the retaining washer. This won’t
change the bearing spacing, but will
change the rotation of the nut.
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You won’t get this on the first try.
Keep at it. To get the bearing and the
shims onto the spindle, I put them on
my finger with the shims stuck to the
gearing with grease, and then I put my
finger against the end of the spindle,
and slide everything off. If my finger
didn’t come off the spindle, I know all
the shims got where they needed to go.
It works for me.
Don’t pack grease into the grease
cap. It doesn’t do any good, and it
could cause the cap not to go on correctly. It’s only meant to keep dust and
dirt off the bearings. Someday, when
I’m in charge, I’ll change the name to
“dust cap”.
Freshly packed and properly
shimmed wheel bearings are a joy for
your wheels to ride on and should last
for miles and miles. Your car will smile
as it rolls along so smoothly, and so
will you for getting the job done.
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proper use, your clutch can work well
for years and years.

Tech Talk
John Twist
Technical Coordinator
The MGB Driver

Dear Mr. Twist,
I need your help to find a good MGA roller
bearing. It’s the third time that I change
the carbon type bearing. Moss has one for
the MGB 190-305, but not for my 1959
MGA. Should I use the stock kit from
BORG and BECK with the clutch roller
bearing? The clutch kit from them has a
roller bearing, but I need only the clutch
bearing.
Thank you, —Jean Turmel from Montreal
PS – I watch your video on you tube they
are great.
Jean,
Merci pour vos compliments. Je profiter de faire les vidéos. The release
bearing (or throwout bearing) is the
same for an MGA and an MG Midget
1965-1974. Perhaps you can find one
in the Midget catalogues.
Normally, the carbon release bearing
lasts as long as the clutch – about
50,000 miles (80,000 km) – if it is
used correctly. This is an article I
wrote about 30 years ago:
Proper Use of the Clutch
The MGB clutch lasts about 50,000
miles with normal use. If you entered
the expressway in New Jersey and
drove to California, and back and
forth, and back and forth, you very
well could get 500,000 miles on the
clutch before it began slipping. If you
rolled the MGB up to a tree, slipping
the clutch for ten minutes, the clutch
would be completely ruined with no
miles. The Midget 1500 clutch lasts
about 35-40 thousand miles. A new
clutch for your MGB at University Motors costs about $500 (1980) – and
we’re pleased to replace yours. But
there is no reason to change it too
frequently! Use these tips to extend
the life of your clutch.
Keep your foot off the clutch
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pedal!! Your foot should be on the
pedal only when you are depressing
it – either when starting off or when
changing gears. Start the MG in
neutral, your foot off the pedal; idle
the MG in neutral, foot off the pedal;
and keep your foot off that pedal at
stop signs, stop lights, and stop start
traffic. Never, never use the clutch to
hold yourself in position on a hill!
When you are starting off, release
the pedal as quickly as is comfortable. Reversing, especially reversing
for a distance can be wrought with
anxiety – but let that clutch all the
way up!
When changing up, from first
to second, second to third, third to
fourth, allow the engine rpms to
drop as the clutch pedal is depressed
– gear changed – and pedal released
so that the engagement is smooth.
An improper gear change will result
in a sudden acceleration or deceleration of the MG making the shift seem
jerky.
Just as changing up requires a
drop in engine rpms, changing down
requires an increase in rpms. Depress
the throttle slightly to allow the
engine rpms to increase as the clutch
pedal is depressed – gear changed
– and pedal released so the engagement is smooth. An improper match
of the rpms will result in jerky gear
change. If you do not use this technique, experiment and practice by
yourself!
A case can be made for using the
foot clutch when engaging and disengaging the overdrive, especially if
either of these gear changes are not
smooth. Coming from OD into direct
drive is usually the harsher of the two
shifts.
Through neglect or abuse, you’ll
make that trip to University Motors
much sooner than necessary. With
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Hi John,
Thank you for the great videos. Here’s an
oil leak, I think, not from the usual places.
I can’t seem to find any information on
how to fix it. Please read below, look at the
photo attach and offer any advice.
I’ve always had a good coating of oil on
the bottom of my 66 B with 5-main bearing engine. I didn’t really worry about it
until this past summer when my clutch
started slipping. I’ve taken the engine and
transmission out to replace the clutch,
clean up the engine compartment and
tackle the oil leak. To my surprise, the rear
main seal, the tranny front seal, timing chain cover, valve cover and tappet
covers were all intact and not leaking oil.
I cleaned the engine and on the next day
there was oil leaking out a hole in the
block. This hole is located below the rear
tappet
cover about 3 inches above the oil pan
flange at the top of a bump-out in the

block (see photo attached). The hole appears to be filled with lead and it is where
the oil is leaking from.
I can’t find any information on this hole
but I’m assuming this is how they drill
out internal oil passageways in the engine
and then fill the access hole with lead.
How would I repair this? Some questions
I have are:
1.      How deep does the lead plug usually
go in?
2.      How deep is the passageway?
3.      If I pound on the plug in an attempt
to expand it, I worry that it might get
pushed in causing further problems.
Thanks so much, —Bernie Hall
Bernie,
That plug fills a drilling made to
align the distributor drive gear. I
don’t believe I’ve ever seen one leak.
Since you have the engine out, drill it
out, tap it, and fit a pipe plug. Here’s
how: Remove the distributor drive
gear. Turn the engine to TDC with
the large half of the gear to the upper left. Use a long
5/16” bolt (from
the air cleaner)
to thread into the
center of the gear
to allow you to pull
it out. Drill the plug
out with a 7/16” bit.
The plug should be
brass and perhaps
the lead is someone’s attempt to
repair the leak at
some point in the
past. The drill bit
will run partway
into the plug then
grab it and the
whole plug will spin.
Pull it out with the
drill still turning.
Thread the hole with
a 1/4” NPT tap. Paint
the flutes of the tap
with grease so that
the shavings and
swarf are caught in
the great and don’t
fall into the sump.
Use an Allen driven
1/4” pipe plug and
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wind it into the hole – tight! Replace
the distributor drive gear with the
large half topmost. Enter the cam
horizontally and the drive gear will
turn anti-clockwise until it reaches a
2:00/8:00 or 1:00/7:00 position.
Now I’ve never done this specific
repair. The oil pump drive gear is
also located vertically beneath the
distributor drive gear so there is a
chance that the tap won’t enter the
hole deeply enough to make the
threads you need. If that is the case,
then remove the sump and the oil
pump.
Morning John,
Since purchasing a barn find MGB i have
been watching your videos intently as
there doesn’t seem to be a comparable
video series in the UK. I wonder if I could
ask your advice on the following wiring issues please. I have replaced all the
switches and believe each switch carries
a red/white and black wire for the switch
illumination except when i get to the
hazard switch which only has one contact,
but neither the red/white wire or black
illuminate the switch what color should be
connected?
Also the hazards work of a sense but blink
fast and not very bright can you help
please?
Best regards, —Barry
Barry,
You’ve made me open my 1978
workshop manual! I know the US
spec MGBs very well, but sometimes
the wiring on the UK models is very
different. But, in this case, it appears
to be the same. The hazard switch is
illuminated with a Red/White and a
Black.
The hazard flasher
rate (the original
flasher) is load
related. There are
new flashers available here in the US,
so I expect they’re
available to you,
too, that flash at
a constant rate,
regardless of load.
If the four flashers
are of the same brilliance and the speed
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of the flasher is too great, either the
flasher is mis-fitted and should be for
the turn signal, or it is faulty.
Thank you John, but may I ask another
question please? The two relays on the
inside wing one is an ignition relay the
other a starter relay I am unsure if the
wires are on the correct terminals the
wiring diagram shows C1 C2 W1 W2 but
on the relays they show 85 86 87 30/51
would you be able to tell me how to cross
reference the correct wires to the correct tag
on both relays please?
Regards, —Barry
Barry,
The relay has contacts (C) and a
winding (W). W1 and W2 are interchangeable. C1 and C2 are also
interchangeable. So, using a more
modern numbered relay, use 85 and
86 for the windings (W1 and W2); use
87 and 30 for the contacts (C1 and
C2). I usually place the Brown wire
on the spade that is located perpendicular to the other three.
John,
What bolts do you use to pull MGB motor
without the transmission attached? Is
there enough room to slide engine forward
to disengage clutch and pull engine
straight up with a hoist?
Thanks, —Hoss
Hoss,
Obviously the radiator must come
out. It’s easier to pull the engine
with the alternator and starter
removed. Although it’s a bit more
work, it’s easier to pull if you remove
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the carburetter and manifolding. It’s
a good chance to change the sidecover gaskets and renew the manifold/
carb/exhaust gaskets. It’s also a great
time to renew the motor mounts and
weld gussets in the corners of the
engine mount brackets.
We attach a chain to the valve
cover studs (5/16-24). If you are
simply using a chain, ensure that the
chain is fastened TIGHTLY against the
pedestals. If it’s loose, the studs can
bend (or worse).
There is plenty of room to sling the
engine out of position. Ensure you
have a piloting tool to align the new
clutch disc.
John,
From watching your videos and reading
your bio, you are the guru of all MG gurus.
I recently purchased a 1977 MGB. I have
changed points to a Pertronix electronic
ignition, new starter, new fuel line and filter, and flushed the fuel tank. I can get it
to fire but it will not stay started. It seems
it is starved for fuel. Need some advice on
the next step to take. It has the twin SU
HIF carburetors. What should I be looking
for or check? Fuel pump is good.
Any advice is greatly appreciated!
Chris Lamaze
Chris,
Thanks for the compliment! It will
start but not stay running? I would
attribute that to a problem with the
ignition circuit. The coil is powered
in two ways. First, it receives battery
voltage at start up through one of
the White/Green wires directly from
the starter solenoid. Once you’ve relaxed the key to the
“on” position, the
other White/Green
supplies six volts to
the coil from a ballast resistor made up
of a pinkish wire in
the loom itself. This
pinkish wire is powered by the ignition
relay which sits to
the forward side of
the fusebox.
I’m wondering if
your wipers, turns,
heater, brake lights,

and gauges work with the key “on.” If
they do NOT, then the ignition relay
is the culprit. It all those electrical
devices do work, then the problem is
more complex. Please call me and we
can sort it out.
Hi John,
Earlier this year we put a Ford Sierra
T9 5-speed transmission into our 1955
MGTF.
The car runs and drives really well now
and now I want to get the speedo and
odometer recalibrated at Palo Alto Speedometer.
They are telling me that I have to remove
the speedo, so my question is, what is
the most efficient, easiest way to remove
the speedo? Take out the passenger side
glove box first? Do I have to remove the
dash from door to door? Can the fascia
gold part just “fold” down with a couple
of nus removed? Do I need any special
tools? Thanks for all your help and I look
forward to seeing you again when you visit
the Bay Area.
Kind Regards, —Steve

Kellogg
Steve,
There is a “cardboard” panel under
the center of the dash prohibiting
you from accessing the instrument
panel. Remove that cardboard and
you should have unfettered access to
whatever you want to remove from
the instrument panel. The panel itself does not fold down (as a Jaguar)
but is held in place with about half a
dozen threaded studs. Both the tach
and speedo are round and fitted as
the earlier and later MGs – with a
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legged loop on the back with thumbscrews.
John,
The steering wheel on my MGC can be
moved in and out approx. 3/4 inch. Investigating further I noticed a circlip at the
top of the column (which is directly above
the top bearing) as being moved out of its
groove. I am having great difficulty trying
to get this back in place (in its
groove). My questions:
1.      Can the top end of the steering column be rebuilt? Is there a secret to getting
the circlip back in place?
2.      Is it dangerous to drive the car with
the circlip out of place?
3.      Would you know of anyone that has
a good steering column for a 69 MGC-GT?
Thank you in advance for your input in
my situation. —Gary Perrault
Gary,
The distance between the circlip
and the front side of the bearing contains one or two thick washers and
several thinner washers. Since this all
fit at one time it will fit again.
If the car were here, I would
remove steering wheel and then
the circlip and the washers. I would
remove the screws that hold the top
column bushing in place. I would remove the housing and bearing from
the steering column. Then I would
peen the edge of the aluminum
housing over the bearing and grease
the bearing with NGLI #2 lithium
grease (the same as you would use on
the wheel bearings). Then squeeze
the end of the steering column, and

refit the bearing. Following that, I
would fit all those washers back in
place and fit the circlip over the inner
column. By fitting the nut back on
the column (assuming at this venture
you have the wheel removed) you
can pull on the inner column while
forcing the circlip down towards the
bearing until the circlip finally fits
into its groove.
Now the top bearing will be tighter
and with the grease will rotate more
easily. If you absolutely cannot get
the circlip back into place, remove
one of the thin washers.
John,
I’ve used your videos for several repairs
and found them spot on! My current
problem is replacing the sun visor rubber
brackets. I can’t determine how they’re
attached – they don’t seem to be Philips or
star screws. Are they rivets or something
else that needs to be drilled out?
Thanks for your help! —Milo D Folley
Milo,
Those brackets are held on with
rivets. If you want to change them, I
would urge you to remove the entire
top bar of the windscreen frame
BEFORE drilling. All your drill bit has
to do is barely “touch” the glass and
the glass will crack.
Once you’ve drilled out the rivets,
tap the holes (usually 10-32) and
use Phillips screws to hold the rubber pieces in place. Work with the
screws, alternately fitting and grinding until they do NOT protrude into
the slot which holds the rubber and
glass.

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.

University Motors Ltd
2015 Technical Seminar Registration
FEB
11-12
13-14-15
20-21-22
23-24
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DAYS
Wed-Thu
Fri-Sat-Sun
Fri-Sat-Sun
Mon-Tue

• CLASS TITLE
• XPAG Engine Rebuild (J. Twist)
• MG Tech Seminar (J. Twist/UML Staff )
• Tuning for Speed (J. Twist & C.Heideman)
• Carburetter Rebuild (J. Twist & UML Staff)
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Registrars of NAMGBR
MGB Registrar
Jack Long • (410) 450-1385

343 Spencela Parkway
Forest Hill, MD 21050
mgb@namgbr.net

2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
original@namgbr.net

MGB LE Registrar
Ken Smith •

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith •

PO Box 8645
Goleta, CA 93111
mgble@namgbr.net

MC3955, UCHC, 263 Farmington Ave,
Farmington, CT 06030
hammertongs@namgbr.net

Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper • (314) 822-4831

Post Abingdon Registrar
Mark Jones • (519) 862-3763

132 Wildwood Lane
Kirkwood, MO 63122
midget-sprite@namgbr.net

1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olson • (816) 452-3540

3540 North Kenwood
Kansas City, MO 64116-2792
1500midget@namgbr.net

1974½ MGB Registrar
Dennis Taylor •

5941 Rounder Lane
Holly Springs, NC 27540
1974.5MGB@namgbr.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco • (308) 452-3090

519 Grand Avenue
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
mgbv8@namgbr.net

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Lloyd Faust •
704 Timber Lake Circle
Southlake, TX 76092-7248
pullhandle@namgbr.net

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox •

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
1100-1300@namgbr.net

MGC Registrar
John Rogers • (530) 432-9595
CLASS TYPE
Lecture/Observation
Lecture/Hands On
Lecture / Hands On
Workshop

Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins • (919) 676-8888

18251 Starduster Dr.
Nevada City Ca. 95959
mgc@namgbr.net

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan • (517) 295-3599
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
100kmile@namgbr.net

P.O. Box 1203, 510 Albert Blvd.
Corunna, Ontario, NON 1GO Canada
postabingdon@namgbr.net

Next Generation Register
Alex Mantell • 217-552-6033

2147 CR 1100 N
Sidney, IL 61877
mantellalex@yahoo.com

Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads.
Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net
or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be edited for content.
•Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.)
Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable.
The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1949 MGTC – Almond Green; home market model,

very nice condition with original drive train. Comes
with weather equipment and tool kit; $28,000 obo.111214

1953 MGTD – Red; runs and drives well. Straight
body and no rust. Doesn’t need work to enjoy, but
could use some TLC to make it a show car.
Currently in Florida. $18,000 obo.

1973 MGB – Blaze orange ,72385 original miles,
engine rebuilt 4 years ago but presently not running
well, many spare parts, interior needs to be finished.
Asking $2500. E-mail linggdl@outlook.com or call
269-342-2081			
111214
1977 MGB - Original owner car with only 11K miles.

111214

1977 MGB - Red (a non-MG shade); this car is in

very good and clean shape. The original engine has
been bored out and has an alloy crossflow head,
Weber side-draft carbs, a free-flow exhaust, and a
hot street cam. It runs very well and is a great road
car. $12,000 obo. Bob Mendelsohn,
bob.mgtd@gmail.com or (216) 469-2136 OH
111214

1953 MGTD – Red, runs and drives well. Straight

body and no rust. Doesn’t need any work to enjoy,
but could use some TLC to make it a show car. Currently in Florida. $18,000 OBO.
091014

1949 MGTC – Home market model in almond green.

Very nice condition with original drive train. Comes
with weather equipment and tool kit. Car is in Ohio.
$28,000 OBO.
091014
1977 MGB Roadster –Red (a non-MG shade). This
car is in very good and clean shape. The original
engine has been bored out and has an alloy crossflow
head, Weber side draft carbs, a free flow exhaust,
and a hot street cam. It runs very well and is a great
road car. The car is in Ohio. $12,000 OBO.
Bob Mendelsohn - bob.mgtd@gmail.com
(216) 469-2136 (cell) 		
091014

Brooklands Green on tan with over-drive. Original
throughout. Garage stored for extended period. Body
and hood are in predictable exceptional condition.
Many accessories. A unique opportunity Car located
in Ottawa, Canada. Asking $9,000.Contact Ron
Wieleba for details (613) 824-8725
091014

Selling or Buying an MG?
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified A great way
to find or sell that hard-to-find part or that next project.

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local
groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MG Driver. Information must include date, location,
and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the MG Driver
Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2015
• Feb 15............... British Car Show, Boca Raton, FL • goldcoastbricar.com
• Mar 7................ Brit Bash, Titusville, FL • www.mgcarclubflorida.com
• Mar 22.............. British Car Show, New Orleans, LA • www.bmcno.org
• Mar 26-29......... BMTA Conference, Kansas City, MO • www.britcar.org
• Mar 29.............. Swap Meet, Chicago, IL • www.chicagolandmgclub.com
• Apr 17-19.......... GOF 49, Hills, FL • jjs852@aol.com
• Apr 18............... British Car Show, Pensacola, FL • www.pbca1.com

WANTED
Wanted 1967 or older MGB roadster (or Canadian

1968 MGB with metal dash). Looking for a preserved
or restored example or a blend of the two. Would
consider a stalled restoration. I would prefer a car that
has been kept or redone as original-spec or close to it.
Don Scott - tartanredmgb@gmail.com
or call (707) 942-0546 CA
050613

• Apr 20-24......... British Car Bash, Key West, FL • www.keywestbritishcarclub.com
• May 2............... Britfest, Succasunna, NJ • www.mgccnj.org
• June 5-6............ British Car Show, Louisville, KY • britishsportscarclub.com
• June 6............... British Car Show, Kansas City, MO • heartlandmgregional.com
• June 7............... British Car Show, Clinton, NJ • www.mgdriversclub.com
• June 15-1........... NAMGAR GT-40, Frankenmuth, MI • gt40.namgar.com
• June 8-12........... MG 2015, Niagara Falls, ON • www.mg2015.com

PARTS FOR SALE

• July 11-12.......... Mad Dogs Show, Kalamazoo, MI • maddogsandenglishmen.org
• July 25.............. British Car Show, Hudson, NH • www.bcnh.org

A/C Unit – Dealer installed that fits contour under

dash of 1977-80 MGB. Semi-complete with some
missing parts that are available from Moss. Offers?
Bill Holmes, (970) 485-9734 or ahfanatic@gmail.
com CO 			
010214

1974 MGB/GT – Trophy Winner - in its time, this

car won “Best Unrestored MG” three years running,
and one Third in Class (MGB/GT) at the All British Field Meet in Seattle, plus “Best British Car” at
Flashback ‘99. Trophies are not included. Since its
trophy days, it has been repainted in its original color
(Bracken), the front seats have been recovered, the
carpets replaced, and the door seals replaced. This
is a driver. She is showing her age, a few dents and
dings, but would not embarrass you at a local car
show. She comes with two boxes of spare parts, spare
bumpers, two spare Rostyle wheels, spare grille, and
anything else I find in the garage that should go with
the car. Also included are the owner handbook, repair
manuals, sales literature, period advertisements, original bill of sale, and window sticker. My father bought
this car new in 1974 in Portland, OR. Please email
me for pictures. $5500 —Sam Walt (208) 854-9527,
zvbxrpl17@gmail.com ID
		
091014

Where 2 ‘B

MGB/GT driver side quarter panel – NOS. (A 457450 in some catalogs or references); $395 + shipping.
Todd Wyatt (320) 980-2010; toddski1000@yahoo.
com MN
			
010214
Performance Parts – like-new Hooker Header

bought new in 1977 for a 1972 MGB (3-into-1) for
$300 obo; a 45mm dual-throat SK side draft carb.
Perfect condition, includes the rare SK tuning manual
for $500 obo. David Bloyed (972) 223-6497 TX 030414

MGB parts - (to “71) 6-blade metal fan $50, Origi-

nal 1970 MGB AM radio and antenna $75, MGB
rubber floor mats and starter cover$100, New MGB/
GT “C” post panels (lt. grey) $50, used MGB/GT upper rear trim panel $10, Front MGB/GT license plate
mount $10, 1970 MGB/GT door pull and mounts $5,
original MGB/GT fender mirror $20, original ash
tray $15, assorted switches.
James Vier, (512) 266-1769, Austin. TX
070814

• Oct 15-18.......... British Car Show, Macon,GA • www.semgtr.org

MG 2014 • The Ohio contingency
came out in force.
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NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
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